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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Rochester and Stockbridge Schools June 2019 
 

Stockbridge Central School 

Program 
Stockbridge Central School is an 8320 square-foot building, with a current student population of 55.  We reviewed the 
program with Lindy Stetson, principal.  Four classrooms, plus the library and multi-purpose room are used as teaching 
spaces.  There is limited space for small groups or one-on-one teaching.  The functionality of the school could be 
improved by adding space for special education (which currently occurs in the corridor), health, and guidance (which 
share a small room), and teacher workspace.  The multi-purpose room is serving as gym, cafeteria, art, and music room.  
At a minimum, storage should be added adjacent to this space for each of these functions.  Ideally, new space for an 
art/music room would be added.  There is also a general storage need at the school – materials are being stored in 
corridors, stairs, a vestibule, a porch.  For code compliance, storage needs to move out of circulation areas.  We estimate 
a need for between 1200 and 2200 square feet of addition to adequately serve the current needs. 

Facility 
At Stockbridge Central School, high priority items include: 

• Relocating the bus plug-in away from the eave.  Accessing this during rain would be hazardous. 
• Providing new emergency lighting both inside and outside the building. 
• Inspecting the buried oil tank. 
• Abating asbestos flooring.  Test for additional asbestos. 

More significant improvements we recommend include: 

• An addition for programmatic needs 
• Replacing the existing fire alarm system 
• Replacing the furnace in the multi-purpose room 
• Replacing the ventilation system 
• Upgrading the staff bathroom near the main entrance to meet ADA. 

Cost 
The scope of work at Stockbridge Central school could range in cost from $140,000 (for highest priority items only) to 
over $2,000,000 for full scope.  Suggested scope would cost about $1,200,000. 

 

 

 

Rochester Elementary School 

Program 
The Rochester elementary school building is a 21,300 square-foot building.  The current student population is 92.  The 
elementary school also uses approximately 1900 square feet of the 30,700 square-foot high school building for art and 
music.  In addition to the space currently used in both buildings, some additional needs were noted when we met with 
Bonnie Bourne, principal, including storage, guidance, and library functions.  The total needed square footage (existing 
included) is approximately 25,500 sf.  This does not include the theater and stage functions currently in the high school, 
but does include the gymnasium currently in the elementary school.  Both of these spaces are used by the community as 
well as by the school. 

The elementary school also serves as an emergency shelter, and as such would better function with small locker rooms 
designed for this purpose, including ADA compliant showers (which the school does not currently have). 

A goal is to have all elementary school functions in one building.  To do so would mean either adding on to the 
elementary school building or relocating to the high school building. 

Facility – RES 
At RES, high priority items include: 

• Provide new emergency lighting both inside and outside the building. 
• Inspect the buried oil tank. 
• Install a mixing valve for the kitchen water heater. 
• Install a backflow preventer on the main water supply. 

If the school continues to use this building, other recommended improvements include: 

• Addition to house functions now in RHS building (excluding theater), as well as other programmatic needs 
• ADA upgrades (drinking fountains, restroom upgrades) 
• Building envelope improvements, including roof insulation 
• A full sprinkler system (likely required with any addition), and new fire alarm system 
• New heating and ventilation system, including hot water distribution system 
• Provide new control system for HVAC. 

Facility – RHS 
At RHS, high priority items include: 

• Replacing electrical distribution equipment (electrical panels) that may not meet UL 
• Replace central battery for emergency and exit lights, and provide additional exterior emergency lights 
• Inspect the buried oil tank. 
• Install mixing valves on 2 water heaters. 
• Install backflow preventers on domestic and fire suppression water supply lines. 

If the Elementary School moves to the RHS building, other recommended improvements include: 

• ADA upgrades to all bathrooms 
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• Add a ramp and lift to make stage and music room accessible. 
• Building envelope improvements, including roof insulation and new windows. 
• Replace lamps to bring lighting up to proper levels. 
• Install a full sprinkler system (required for addition or reconfiguration of more than 12,000 sf) 
• Replace boilers and repair leaks in distribution system. 
• Replace ventilation system. 
• Provide new control system for HVAC. 
• Renovate shop area to create multi-purpose room (cafeteria and P.E.) 
• Renovate art room to create kitchen 
• Re-work classrooms and offices for elementary school program needs. 

Costs 
If Rochester Elementary stays at the RES building:   

• RES renovations: $1,300,000 (minimum) to $5,500,000 (suggested)  
• RHS renovations: $350,000 to $3,300,000, depending on how the building is repurposed 
• RHS demolition: $360,000 (partial, keep theater wing) to $770,000 (full demolition)  

If Rochester Elementary moves to the RHS building: 

• RHS renovations: $2,000,000 (minimum) to $5,500,000 (suggested) 
• RES renovations: $39,000 to $2,500,000, depending on how the building is repurposed 
• RES demolition: $260,000 (partial, keep gym wing) to $535,000 (full demolition) 

To maintain the status quo, with the school occupying both buildings, and address health and safety items, at least 
$57,000 in work would be needed at RES, plus $62,000 at RHS, for a total of $119,000 minimum suggested work on 
priority items.  

Other Considerations and Notes 
RES renovated would be about 25,000 sf total.  RHS renovated would be about 31,000 sf total.  RHS could offer more 
programmatic flexibility in the future. 

• RHS theater has flooded in the past.  Flood mitigation costs have not been included in our estimates. 
• Please note, gross area/student is a metric used by the Department of Education in the past, and we list it to get 

a general idea of how generous or tight space is.  It can vary significantly, particularly in small schools, depending 
on amount of corridor, size of gymnasium, auditoriums, library, and other ancillary spaces, as well as classroom 
sizes.  At Stockbridge Elementary, the gross area per student is 151 sf.  At Rochester Elementary, it is 223 sf.  The 
difference between the two is largely due to the auditorium and art space in the Rochester High School building 
being used by the elementary school, and the full-size gym.  On the other hand, Stockbridge conserves space by 
using the multi-purpose room for cafeteria, gym, music, and art, and by having the library double as a teaching 
space.  Making the square footage per student equal in existing schools does not necessarily make them 
functionally more equal – it is recommended that programmatic needs be looked at individually. 
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Facilities Analysis, June 2019
Space Utilization 
Stockbridge Central School 55 Current Enrollment

8319 Gross area (all floors)
151 Gross area / student

SPACE / ACTIVITY EXISTING AREA 
(401)

NARRATIVE OF NEED EXPRESSED 
NEED

PROPOSED 
AREA

ED. SPEC. MIN. REQUIREMENTS ED. DEPT. MIN. 
(401)

DELTA (SQ.FT.) Ed 
Dept vs Existing

0.  Preschool 785 0 785 50 square feet net per student use 700 (85)
1. Kindergarten/1st 781 0 781 50 square feet net per student use 700 (81)
2. General Instruction 0 30 square feet net per student use 0 
  2nd, 3rd, 4th 786 0 786 30 square feet net per student use 420 (366)
  5th, 6th 822 0 822 30 square feet net per student use 420 (402)
3. Library/Classroom 645 0 645 <250 students: 750 sq. ft. net 750 105 
3a. Library Storage 0 not requested space 0 10% floor area 0 
3b. Library Workroom/Conference 0 not requested space 0 10% floor area 0 
4. Art 0 need art/music/flex classroom 780 780 50 square feet net per student use 900 900 
4a. Art Storage 0 need art storage 80 80 10% floor area 90 90 
5. Music Classroom 0 can combine with art 0 30 square feet net per student use 0 
5a. Music Storage 0 need music storage 80 80 10% floor area 90 90 
6. Science (Combined labs for 2 or more 
specific programs including Science)

0 not requested space 0 50 square feet net per student use 0 

6a. Combined Prep./Storage 0 not requested space 0 10% floor area 0  
7. Computer Lab 0 not requested space 0 30 square feet net per student use 0 
7a. Computer Lab Service Area/Storage 0 not requested space 0 50 square feet 0 
8. Special Services 0 2 square feet x capacity 110

Intervention 55 55 2 square feet x capacity (55)
Special Educator 0 currently in hallway 150 150 2 square feet x capacity 0 

9.  Multi-purpose Room 1,410 Used for P.E., cafeteria, music, and art.  Want to move music and 
art out.

1,410 <60 students: 1,200 square feet; >59 students: 2,400 
square feet net

1,200 (210)

9a. Multi-purpose Storage 0 storage needed for P. E. and cafeteria 180 180 <60 students: 10% floor area; >59 students: 15% floor 
area 

180 180 

10. Gymnasium 0 not requested space 0 3,840 square feet Regulation Court 0 
10a. Gymnasium Storage 0 not requested space 0 10% floor area 0 
11. Cafeteria/Dining Room 0 not requested space 0 7 square feet net x planned seating capacity 0 
11a.  Cafeteria/Dining Room Storage 0 not requested space 0 5% floor area 0 
12. Kitchen: onsite production including 
storage

386 0 386 <250 students: 500 square feet net 500 114 

13. Auditorium 0 not requested space 0 >499 students: 6 square feet x capacity 0 
14. Theater 0 not requested space 0 >499 students: 2 square feet x capacity 0 
15. Stage 0 not requested space 0 5% floor area multi-purpose, gymnasium or dining rooms 0 

16. Health 79 shared with guidance, should have separate space and 
bathroom (no shower).

80 159 <250 students: 150 square feet net plus toilet facilities 150 71 

17. Guidance 0 shared with health, needs it's own space for 4-6 students 140 140 1 square foot x capacity 55 55 
18. Conference 0 not requested space 0 1 square foot x capacity 55 55 
19. Administration 263 principal's office and reception 0 263 3 square feet x capacity 165 (98)
20. Project Rooms not requested space 0 3 square feet x capacity 0 
21. Teacher Planning/Workroom 0 currently in hallway 140 140 2 square feet x capacity 110 110 
22. General Storage need more general storage (currently in stair, porch, hallway…) 100 100 2 square feet x capacity 110 110 

Sub-Total 6,012 1,730 7,742 6,705 693 
Overhead: Toilets, Mech./Elec., Halls, etc. 1,786 22.90% 398 2,184 No greater than 30% of sub-total 2,323 537 
Total 7,798 2,128 9,926 ``````````````` 9,028 1,230 
Gross SF/student 151 180
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DN

787 SF
1. PRESCHOOL CLASSROOM

783 SF
2. K-1 CLASSROOM

783 SF
2. 2-3-4 CLASSROOM

831 SF
2. 5-6 CLASSROOM

642 SF
3. LIBRARY

1440 SF
9. MULTPURPOSE

79 SF
16. GUID/NURSE

55 SF
8. INTERVENTION

372 SF
22. KITCHEN

130 SF
19. PRINCIPAL

124 SF
19. ADMIN

43 SF
22. JANITOR

203 SF
22. BOILER

26 SF
22. WC

64 SF
22. ELEC/STOR

19 SF
22. WC

18 SF
22. CL

19 SF
22. CL

19 SF
22. WC

21 SF
22. CL

15 SF
22. CL

15 SF
22. IT CL

118 SF
22. BOYS

118 SF
22. GIRLS

88 SF
22. STOR - EXT.

889 SF
CORRIDOR

52 SF
VEST.

52 SF
VEST.

94 SF
STAIR

56 SF
VEST.

17 SF
22. CL

Department Legend

GENERAL INSTRUCTION

MULTIPURPOSE

LIBRARY

STUDENT SUPPORT

ADMINISTRATION

HEALTH

CIRCULATION

BUILDING SUPPORT

4' - 0" 8' - 0" 16' - 0" 32' - 0"0' - 0"

north

© 2019, Black River Design, Architects.  All rights reserved.

ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNSTOCKBRIDGE CENTRAL SCHOOL
PROGRAM AND SERVICE

06/11/19

Area Schedule (Gross Building)

Name Area Perimeter

GROSS BUILDING
AREA

8762 SF 556' - 8"

PROGRAM

Name Department Area

1. PRESCHOOL CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 787 SF
787 SF

2. K-1 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 783 SF
2. 2-3-4 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 783 SF
2. 5-6 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 831 SF

2398 SF

3. LIBRARY LIBRARY 642 SF
642 SF

8. INTERVENTION STUDENT SUPPORT 55 SF
55 SF

9. MULTPURPOSE MULTIPURPOSE 1440 SF
1440 SF

16. GUID/NURSE HEALTH 79 SF
79 SF

19. PRINCIPAL ADMINISTRATION 130 SF
19. ADMIN ADMINISTRATION 124 SF

254 SF

22. JANITOR BUILDING SUPPORT 43 SF
22. BOILER BUILDING SUPPORT 203 SF
22. WC BUILDING SUPPORT 26 SF
22. ELEC/STOR BUILDING SUPPORT 64 SF
22. WC BUILDING SUPPORT 19 SF
22. CL BUILDING SUPPORT 18 SF
22. CL BUILDING SUPPORT 19 SF
22. WC BUILDING SUPPORT 19 SF
22. CL BUILDING SUPPORT 21 SF
22. CL BUILDING SUPPORT 15 SF
22. IT CL BUILDING SUPPORT 15 SF
22. BOYS BUILDING SUPPORT 118 SF
22. GIRLS BUILDING SUPPORT 118 SF
22. STOR - EXT. BUILDING SUPPORT 88 SF
22. CL BUILDING SUPPORT 17 SF

804 SF

22. KITCHEN BUILDING SUPPORT 372 SF
372 SF

CORRIDOR CIRCULATION 889 SF
VEST. CIRCULATION 52 SF
VEST. CIRCULATION 52 SF
STAIR CIRCULATION 94 SF
VEST. CIRCULATION 56 SF

1143 SF

CURRENT SPACE UTILIZATION
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113 SF
NURSE

2100 SF ADDITION

FIRE LANE

2100 SF ADDITION

EXPAND GRASS 
PLAYGROUND

north

© 2019, Black River Design, Architects.  All rights reserved.

ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNSTOCKBRIDGE CENTRAL SCHOOL
SITE PLAN WITH ADDITION

06/11/19
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Facilities Analysis, June 2019
Space Utilization 
Rochester School 92 Current Enrollment

20528 Gross area (all floors)
223 Gross area / student

SPACE / ACTIVITY EXISTING 
AREA (401)

NARRATIVE OF NEED EXPRESSED 
NEED

PROPOSED 
AREA

ED. SPEC. MIN. REQUIREMENTS ED. DEPT. MIN. 
(401)

DELTA (SQ.FT.) Ed 
Dept vs Existing

0.  Preschool 1,051 13 students 0 1,051 50 square feet net per student use 650 (401)
1. Kindergarten 860 13 students 0 860 50 square feet net per student use 650 (210)
2. General Instruction 0 30 square feet net per student use 0 
  Grade 1 864 11 students 0 864 30 square feet net per student use 330 (534)
  Grade 2 869 20 students 0 869 30 square feet net per student use 600 (269)
  Grade 3 0 COMBINED WITH GRADE 2 0 0 30 square feet net per student use
  Grade 4 869 16 students 0 869 30 square feet net per student use 480 (389)
  Grade 5 0 COMBINED WITH 4 AND 6 0 0 30 square feet net per student use
  Grade 6 869 18 students 0 869 30 square feet net per student use 540 (329)
3. Library 1,059 needs to be reconfigured 0 1,059 <250 students: 750 sq. ft. net; >249 students: 3 sq. ft. per student 750 (309)
3a. Library Storage 60 0 60 10% floor area 75 15 
3b. Library Workroom/Conference 0 workroom/storage needed 100 100 10% floor area 75 75 
4. Art IN HS 875 875 50 square feet net per student use 900 900 
4a. Art Storage 0 in above 0 0 10% floor area 90 90 
5. Music Classroom 0 IN HS 834 834 30 square feet net per student use 540 (294)
5a. Music Storage in HS 150 150 10% floor area 54 54 
6. Science (Combined labs for 2 or more 
specific programs including Science)

0 not requested space 0 50 square feet net per student use 0 

6a. Combined Prep./Storage 0 not requested space 0 10% floor area 0  
7. Computer Lab 0 not requested space 0 30 square feet net per student use 0 
7a. Computer Lab Service Area/Storage 0 not requested space 0 50 square feet 0 
8. Special Services 0 2 square feet x capacity 184 184 

Intervention 531 bigger than necessary -100 431 (531)
EEE 80 0 80 (80)
Special Educator 466 0 466 (466)

9.  Multi-purpose Room not requested space 0 <60 students: 1,200 square feet; >59 students: 2,400 square feet net 0 
9a. Multi-purpose Storage not requested space 0 <60 students: 10% floor area; >59 students: 15% floor area 0 
10. Gymnasium 4,795 middle school size court, space is larger than required for P.E. 0 4,795 3,840 square feet Regulation Court 3,840 (955)

10a. Gymnasium Storage 712 reconfigure storage for cafeteria tables 0 712 10% floor area 384 (328)
10b. Locker rooms 0 desired for emergency shelter use 500 500 0 0 
11. Cafeteria/Dining Room 0 use gym 0 7 square feet net x planned seating capacity 0 
11a.  Cafeteria/Dining Room Storage 0 use gym storage 0 5% floor area 0 
12. Kitchen: onsite production including 
storage

703 0 703 <250 students: 500 square feet net: >249 students: 3 square feet x capacity 500 (203)

13. Auditorium in HS 2,573 2,573 >499 students: 6 square feet x capacity 552 552 
14. Theater not requested space (auditorium/theater used interchangably) 0 >499 students: 2 square feet x capacity 0 

15. Stage in HS 1,148 1,148 5% floor area multi-purpose, gymnasium or dining rooms 28 28 
16. Health 236 0 236 <250 students: 150 square feet net plus toilet facilities: >249 students: 1 square 

foot x capacity plus toilet facilities 
150 (86)

17. Guidance 77 guidance needs more space for groups of students 100 177 1 square foot x capacity 92 15 
18. Conference 264 0 264 1 square foot x capacity 92 (172)
19. Administration 373 principal's office needs meeting space - poorly configured 0 373 3 square feet x capacity 276 (97)
20.  Project Rooms not requested space 0 3 square feet x capacity less kindergarten population 0 
21.  Teacher Planning/Workroom 408 0 408 2 square feet x capacity 184 (224)
22.General Storage 913 need more/better storage, storage for computers 400 1,313 2 square feet x capacity 184 (729)
Sub-Total 16,059 6,580 22,639 12,200 (3,859)
Overhead: Toilets, Mech./Elec., Halls, etc. 5,234 24.58% 1316 13,130 No greater than 30% of sub-total 3,660 (1,574)
Total 21,293 7,896 29,189 ``````````````` 15,859 (5,434)
Gross SF/student 223
Existing gross area - Rochester Elementary 21293 7,896 29,189
Existing gross area - Rochester High School 30742 (1,553) 29,189
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1059 SF
3. LIBRARY

43 SF
22. STOR.

156 SF
22. MECHANICAL

60 SF
3a. LIB STORAGE

869 SF
2. GRADE 2/3 CLASSROOM

864 SF
2. GRADE 1 CLASSROOM

45 SF
VESTIBULE

21 SF
22. W.C.

21 SF
22. W.C.

21 SF
22. ST.

21 SF
22. W.C.

860 SF
1. KINDERGARTEN

311 SF
22. BOILER ROOM

146 SF
21. STAFF WORKRM

396 SF
10a. GYM ST

4795 SF
10. GYMNASIUM

713 SF
CORRIDOR

172 SF
8. SP. ED.

264 SF
8. MEETING ROOM

243 SF
8. INTERVENTION

80 SF
19. PRINCIPAL 77 SF

8. GUIDANCE

80 SF
8. EEE

303 SF
8. SP. ED.

84 SF
22. EMER STOR.

66 SF
22. ST.

923 SF
CORRIDOR

869 SF
2. GRADE 4/5 CLASSROOM

867 SF
2. GRADE 5/6 CLASSROOM

226 SF
22. GIRLS

165 SF
22. BOYS

236 SF
16. HEALTH OFFICE

279 SF
8. INTERVENTION

53 SF
16. HEALTH WC

40 SF
22. STORAGE

262 SF
21. TEACHER'S WORK

59 SF
19. OFFICE

234 SF
19. ADMIN.

51 SF
22. W.C.

28 SF
22. W.C.

13 SF
22. CL

239 SF
22. CUSTODIAL EQUIPMENT

199 SF
12. KITCHEN SUPPLY

504 SF
12. KITCHEN

201 SF
19. FACIL. OFFICE

1051 SF
1. PRESCHOOL

26 SF
22. W.C.

37 SF
22. STORAGE

Department Legend

ADMINISTRATION

BUILDING SUPPORT

CIRCULATION

GENERAL INSTRUCTION

GYMNASIUM

HEALTH

LIBRARY

STUDENT SUPPORT

402 SF
CORRIDOR

82 SF
CORR.

70 SF
CORR.

94 SF
VESTIBULE

25 SF
22. WC

212 SF
10a. LOCKERS

30 SF
10a. ST.

5' - 4" 10' - 8" 21' - 4" 42' - 8"0' - 0"

© 2019, Black River Design, Architects.  All rights reserved.

ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNROCHESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PROGRAM AND SERVICES

06/11/19

PROGRAM

Name Department Area

12. KITCHEN SUPPLY BUILDING SUPPORT 199 SF
703 SF

16. HEALTH WC HEALTH 53 SF
16. HEALTH OFFICE HEALTH 236 SF

289 SF

19. PRINCIPAL ADMINISTRATION 80 SF
19. OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 59 SF
19. ADMIN. ADMINISTRATION 234 SF
19. FACIL. OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 201 SF

573 SF

21. STAFF WORKRM ADMINISTRATION 146 SF
21. TEACHER'S WORK ADMINISTRATION 262 SF

409 SF

22. MECHANICAL BUILDING SUPPORT 156 SF
22. STOR. BUILDING SUPPORT 43 SF
22. W.C. BUILDING SUPPORT 21 SF
22. ST. BUILDING SUPPORT 21 SF
22. W.C. BUILDING SUPPORT 21 SF
22. W.C. BUILDING SUPPORT 21 SF
22. BOILER ROOM BUILDING SUPPORT 311 SF
22. EMER STOR. BUILDING SUPPORT 84 SF
22. ST. BUILDING SUPPORT 66 SF
22. GIRLS BUILDING SUPPORT 226 SF
22. BOYS BUILDING SUPPORT 165 SF
22. STORAGE BUILDING SUPPORT 40 SF
22. CUSTODIAL EQUIPMENT BUILDING SUPPORT 239 SF
22. STORAGE BUILDING SUPPORT 37 SF
22. W.C. BUILDING SUPPORT 26 SF
22. W.C. BUILDING SUPPORT 28 SF
22. W.C. BUILDING SUPPORT 51 SF
22. CL BUILDING SUPPORT 13 SF
22. WC BUILDING SUPPORT 25 SF

1591 SF

VESTIBULE CIRCULATION 45 SF
CORRIDOR CIRCULATION 713 SF
CORRIDOR CIRCULATION 923 SF
CORRIDOR CIRCULATION 402 SF
CORR. CIRCULATION 82 SF
CORR. CIRCULATION 70 SF
VESTIBULE CIRCULATION 94 SF

2329 SF

PROGRAM

Name Department Area

1. KINDERGARTEN GENERAL INSTRUCTION 860 SF
1. PRESCHOOL GENERAL INSTRUCTION 1051 SF

1911 SF

2. GRADE 2/3 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 869 SF
2. GRADE 1 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 864 SF
2. GRADE 4/5 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 869 SF
2. GRADE 5/6 CLASSROOM GENERAL INSTRUCTION 867 SF

3469 SF

3. LIBRARY LIBRARY 1059 SF
3a. LIB STORAGE LIBRARY 60 SF

1119 SF

8. SP. ED. STUDENT SUPPORT 303 SF
8. INTERVENTION STUDENT SUPPORT 243 SF
8. SP. ED. STUDENT SUPPORT 172 SF
8. MEETING ROOM STUDENT SUPPORT 264 SF
8. GUIDANCE STUDENT SUPPORT 77 SF
8. EEE STUDENT SUPPORT 80 SF
8. INTERVENTION STUDENT SUPPORT 279 SF

1418 SF

10. GYMNASIUM GYMNASIUM 4795 SF
10a. GYM ST GYMNASIUM 396 SF
10a. LOCKERS GYMNASIUM 212 SF
10a. ST. GYMNASIUM 30 SF
SHOWER GYMNASIUM 37 SF
SHOWER GYMNASIUM 36 SF

5507 SF

12. KITCHEN BUILDING SUPPORT 504 SF

AREA

Name Area Perimeter

ROCHESTER ELEMENTARY 21293 SF 879' - 11"

CURRENT SPACE UTILIZATION
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DN

DN

2596 SF
14. THEATER

1147 SF
15. STAGE

870 SF
4. ART ROOM

833 SF
5. MUSIC ROOM

94 SF
14. BOOTH

Department Legend

ART

MUSIC

THEATER

5' - 4" 10' - 8" 21' - 4" 42' - 8"0' - 0"

76 SF
5. ST

76 SF
5. ST

© 2019, Black River Design, Architects.  All rights reserved.

ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNROCHESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PROGRAM AND SERVICES - OLD H.S.

06/11/19

PROGRAM

Name Department Area

4. ART ROOM ART 870 SF
870 SF

5. MUSIC ROOM MUSIC 833 SF
5. ST MUSIC 76 SF
5. ST MUSIC 76 SF

984 SF

14. THEATER THEATER 2596 SF
14. BOOTH THEATER 94 SF

2690 SF

15. STAGE THEATER 1147 SF
1147 SF

AREA - ROCHESTER HS BUILDING

Name Area Perimeter

Area 30742 SF 1242' - 2 1/2"

CURRENT SPACE UTILIZATION
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3500 SF ADDITION -
OPTION 1

700 SF ADDITION - ENTRY

SLOPE

PROPERTY LINE (APPROX.)

3500 SF ADDITION -
OPTION 2

north

© 2019, Black River Design, Architects.  All rights reserved.

ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNROCHESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SITE PLAN WITH ADDITION

06/11/19
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UP

UP

DN
DN

DN

DN

DN

1169 SF
6. FLEX/STEAM 725 SF

2. GRADE 5/6

450 SF
21. TEACHER WORK

2302 SF
3. LIBRARY

1047 SF
1. PRESCHOOL

1186 SF
5. MUSIC

826 SF
1. KINDERGARTEN

680 SF
2. GRADE 1

648 SF
2. GRADE 2/3

LIBRARY STORAGE/WORK

872 SF
4. ART

271 SF
19. ADMIN

146 SF
19. PRINCIPAL

306 SF
16. HEALTH

253 SF
8. INTERVENTION

144 SF
8. INT

183 SF
EEE

150 SF
8. GUIDANCE

578 SF
2. GRADE 4/5

2618 SF
GYM/CAFE

870 SF
KITCHEN

2596 SF
AUDITORIUM

578 SF
LOBBY853 SF

AUDITORIUM LOBBY

Department Legend

ADMINISTRATION

ART

BUILDING SUPPORT

CIRCULATION

GENERAL INSTRUCTION

HEALTH

LIBRARY

MULTIPURPOSE

MUSIC

STUDENT SUPPORT
1070 SF

CORR252 SF
STOR

183 SF
WC

180 SF
WC

74 SF
VEST

74 SF
VEST

34 SF
19. VAULT

274 SF
CORRIDOR

64 SF
VEST

666 SF
BOILER

156 SF
WC

123 SF
WC 384 SF

CORR

1122 SF
STAGE

833 SF
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Item Description/Notes Scope Options Priority Quantity Unit1 Unit Cost Sub-total Minimum Scope 
Items

Suggested Scope 
Items

Extended Scope 
Items

Accessibility
Main entrance Good (Side vestibules are too shallow to meet ADA, but not required to meet it.) No work 0 $0 0 0 0

Upper level access Storage mezzanine is not required to be accessible, but the stair needs to be 
cleared of stuff.

Owner to remove stored items from stairs.  Provide additional 
storage space (see "space needs").

2 $0 $0 $0 $0

Drinking fountains There is one drinking fountain in front corridor and one near bathrooms.  There 
should be dual-level fountains.

Add one fountain to make dual-level. 2 1 each $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500

Door hardware Some doors still have knobs (exterior classroom doors, closets). Replace latchsets with lever hardware 3 15 each $750 $11,250 $0 $11,250 $11,250
Classroom restrooms Classroom WC's have toilets only (sinks in classrooms), not ADA compliant. Renovate classroom bathrooms to provide ADA compliant 

bathroom off 2-3-4 classroom and preschool classroom. Remove 
toilets in noncompliant rooms.

4 2 ls $20,000 $40,000 $0 $0 $40,000

Staff restroom Room is not ADA compliant. Expand staff bathroom to meet ADA - use space from K-1 closet 
and bathroom.

2 1 ls $20,000 $20,000 $0 $20,000 $20,000

Multi-user restrooms These rooms almost meet ADA - toilet partitions leave clearances that are slightly 
below code.

Install new toilet partitions to meet ADA.  Install pipe guards on 
sinks.

2 1 ls $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000

Access to playground Playground is accessible from parking.  Students have to walk all the way around 
the building to re-enter the main doors after recess.

No work 0 $0

shower There is no shower in the building. Add shower (possibly with nurse's office) 3 1 ls $15,000 $15,000 $0 $15,000 $15,000
classroom sinks Classroom sinks are low, and meet child ADA for side approach. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $19,500 $65,750 $105,750
Building envelope

Roof and roof insulation The roof is asphalt shingles at the back addition, and membrane at front area.  
The roof may be 2-3 years old, but this could not be confirmed.  Insulation is 
fiberglass batts and cellulose at the back addition, unknown at the membrane 
roof. 

At membrane roofing, when membrane is at the end of its life, 
add insulation on top of roof sheathing, replace roofing, and air 
seal.  

3 5,250 sf $20 $105,000 $0 $105,000 $105,000

At shingle roof, add cellulose insulation to attic to meet energy 
code, and air-seal ceiling below insulation where accessible.

3 5,000 sf $3 $15,000 $0 $15,000 $15,000

Exterior wall insulation/air barrier Walls are wood framed with (assumed fiberglass batt) cavity insulation.   This is 
not up to energy code.

Add insulation. (Core existing to determine construction and best 
method to add insulation.)

4 5,700 sf unknown $0 $0 $0 $0

Exterior siding Siding is vinyl at front, EIFS and wood clapboard at back.   Vinyl is in fair 
condition, wood is in need of repair and paint, EIFS is stained.

Clean, repair, and paint siding.  4 5,700 sf $5 $28,500 $0 $28,500 $28,500

Option to remove existing siding, add insulation to meed energy code, and new 
siding (wood or fiber cement).

New siding over new 4" exterior insulation. + $400/window 4 5,700 sf $15 $90,300 $0 $0 $90,300

Windows There are hoppers in older classrooms, newer awnings in library, awnings in 5-6. 
Windows are double-pane, typical.

Check air sealing at windows and repair as needed.  3 1 ls $2,000 $2,000 $0 $2,000 $0

Replace windows to meet energy code. 4 12 each $2,500 $30,000 $0 $0 $30,000
Exterior doors Old classroom doors appear to be original, and have some issues with hardware 

and/or airsealing.  There is rust at exit door frames.
Replace doors and frames 3 10 each $2,500 $25,000 $0 $25,000 $25,000

Air sealing Unknown, windows included above Perform blower door test, and air seal where possible. 3 1 ls $7,500 $7,500 $0 $7,500 $7,500
Total $0 $183,000 $301,300

Electrical
Electrical service & main panel School has a 120/240V, single-phase, 3 wire, 200 Amp service, with main panel 

in closet off front entrance.  Utility meter and bus plug-in are located next to the 
main entrance.  The location under the eave can make access hazardous.

Relocate bus plug-in away from eave.  Patch siding. 1 1 ls $9,000 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000

Lighting controls Controls are manual toggle switches.  There are no occupancy controls. Provide occupancy sensors in bathrooms and classrooms. 3 8 each $300 $2,400 $0 $2,400 $2,400
Lighting Luminaires are typically T-8 fluorescent.  They are old, but fairly efficient, and in 

good condition.  Light levels are acceptable.
Upgrade fixtures to LEDs. 4 8,762 sf $8 $70,096 $0 $0 $70,096

Exterior lighting LED wall pack fixtures - adequate lighting. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Outlets Outlets appear adequate, but there are extension cords and plug strips that 

indicate otherwise.
Add outlets to avoid the use of extension cords and plug strips 3 5 each $300 $1,500 $0 $1,500 $1,500

Telephone/PA system No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
IT system CAT5e cabling throughout is fairly new. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $9,000 $12,900 $82,996
Fire Code

Automatic sprinkler system None.  Sprinkling is not required. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Fire Alarm system Fire alarm system is old and no longer supported by the manufacturer.   

Coverage does not meet current code.
Replace existing with new addressable fire alarm system. 2 1 ls $45,000 $45,000 $0 $45,000 $45,000

Emergency and exit lights Emergency battery units and exit lighting are working and have adequate 
coverage.

Provide new emergency lighting within the building and outside, 
replacing battery equipment.

1 1 ls $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000

Egress There is a door directly out of every classroom. No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total $4,000 $49,000 $49,000

HVAC

Preliminary Scope/Budget Summary
June 11, 2019

Stockbridge Central School, Stockbridge, Vermont
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Item Description/Notes Scope Options Priority Quantity Unit1 Unit Cost Sub-total Minimum Scope 
Items

Suggested Scope 
Items

Extended Scope 
Items

Preliminary Scope/Budget Summary
June 11, 2019

Stockbridge Central School, Stockbridge, Vermont

Heating system - furnace Multi-purpose room is served by a gas-fired furnace.  This unit is at the end of it's 
useful life.

Replace MP room furnace. 2 1 ls $16,000 $16,000 $0 $16,000 $16,000

Heating system - Boiler Boiler is and oil-fired Buderus 395,000 BTUH hot water boiler. Consider installing a back-up boiler. 4 1 ls $50,000 $50,000 $0 $0 $50,000
Heating system - Distribution Most heating piping was replaced in 1990 renovation No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Ventilation There is a ventilation system with LP gas-fired make-up air that is not 

operational, and is at the end of its useful life.  Exhaust system is operational, but 
there is no ventilation in smaller bathrooms.

Replace ventilation system.  2 1 ls $17,500 $17,500 $0 $17,500 $17,500

Clean existing ductwork. 3 1 ls $6,000 $6,000 $0 $6,000 $6,000
Controls The controls are functional and can remain. No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Kitchen hood The kitchen hood appears to be code compliant. No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Underground tanks There is a 1000-gallon fuel oil tank that appears to have been installed in 1990.  

The condition of the tank is unknown.
Inspect tank. 1 1 ls $12,500 $12,500 $12,500 $12,500 $12,500

Total $12,500 $52,000 $102,000
Interior Finishes

Flooring In the original buidling, red tile flooring is old, worn, and contains asbestos.  
Corridor and multi-purpose room floors are worn.

Replace red tile flooring in original building.  Consider more 
durable materials than VCT.

1 3,865 sf $6 $23,190 $23,190 $23,190 $23,190

Replace flooring in new wing corridor, 5/6 classroom, and MP 
room.

4 2,678 sf $6

Ceiling 12x12 acoustic ceiling in orignal building is old, with some damage. Replace ceiling 3 3,865 sf $6 $23,190 $0 $23,190 $23,190
Gypsum board walls Fair condition No work 0 $0 $0 $0
Painting interior painting 4 10,000 sf $1 $10,000 $0 $0 $10,000
Baseboard Provide new rubber base where flooring is replaced. (no replair 

assumed)
2 2,600 lf $2.50 $6,500 $0 $6,500 $6,500

Total $23,190 $52,880 $56,380
Plumbing

Hot water The building has a gas-fired water heater.  It is in good condition, and appears 
adequate.

No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Domestic water piping The building has a 2" water supply served by on on-site well.  There is a UV 
treatement system in place.

No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Perform lead test on water distribution system. 3 1 ls $2,000 $2,000 $0 $2,000 $2,000
LP Gas There is an exterior above ground LP gas tank. No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Plumbing fixtures See "accessibility" No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Sewer system The building is served by an on-site septic system. No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $0 $2,000 $2,000
Security

Reception location Good visibility to entrance, and there is an intercom station for control of access 
at the main entrance.  Consider adding a vestibule for better control of entry.

Add a vestibule at main entrance. 3 1 ls $25,000 $25,000 $0 $25,000 $25,000

Classroom lock functions MP room doors do not latch or lock.   Add locks to multipurpose room.   Relocate doors to avoid dead-
end corridor.

3 1 ls $10,000 $10,000 $0 $10,000 $10,000

Exterior classroom doors  Need to secure exterior classroom doors - make sure closers and latches are 
working.

Adjust exterior doors/hardware 2 6 openings $500 $3,000 $0 $3,000 $0

Replace hardware 4 6 openings $1,500 $9,000 $0 $0 $9,000
Security camera/intrusion alarm system No cameras or security system existing except at main door. By Owner/To be discussed 0 $0 $0

Total $0 $38,000 $44,000
Space Needs

Health Currently shared with Guidance, no toilet or sink. Renovation 3 160 sf $200 $32,000 $0 $32,000 $32,000
Teacher workroom Currently no space. Addition 3 140 sf $350 $49,000 $0 $49,000 $49,000
Guidance Currently shared with nurse. Addition 3 140 sf $350 $49,000 $0 $49,000 $49,000
special ed. Currently in hallway. Addition 2 150 sf $350 $52,500 $0 $52,500 $52,500
art and music space Currently in multi-purpose room. Addition 4 780 sf $375 $292,500 $0 $0 $292,500
storage Storage needed for art, music, P.E., OT/PT, and general.  Materials are currently 

in corridors, stairs, vestibules, porch and MP room.
Addition 2 440 sf $300 $132,000 $0 $132,000 $132,000

Total 1,810 $0 $314,500 $607,000
Site Improvements

Septic field Existing is adequate, and is permitted for up to 91 people, 1820 gpd No work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Water service 2" water service from on site well. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Parking/paving Existing parking is enough. Repave 4 20,000 sf $2.50 $50,000 $0 $0 $50,000
Safe access from parking Pavement striping for crossings is unclear/faded. Re-stripe paving. 2 1 ls $2,000 $2,000 $0 $2,000 $2,000
Separate bus and parent drop-off Parent drop-off route is not clear, but is acceptable to the school.  Bus is always 

parked out front.
Consider creating a separation for parent drop off with concrete 
or other barriers.

4 1 ls $50,000 $50,000 $0 $0 $50,000

Stormwater treatment New impervious (addition, paving) requires stormwater treatment. Provide treatment as required with any addition. 2 0.50 acre of new impervious $60,000 $30,000 $0 $15,000 $30,000
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Item Description/Notes Scope Options Priority Quantity Unit1 Unit Cost Sub-total Minimum Scope 
Items

Suggested Scope 
Items

Extended Scope 
Items

Preliminary Scope/Budget Summary
June 11, 2019

Stockbridge Central School, Stockbridge, Vermont

Total $0 $17,000 $132,000
Other

General Conditions Project management, insurance, bonds, OH&P, etc. 1 months $35,000 $35,000 $45,000 $210,000 $245,000
Kitchen equipment Kitchen serving line is too small to serve lunch - happens in MP room. upgrade kitchen for larger serving line. 4 1 ls $25,000 $25,000 $0 $0 $25,000
Structure No issues.  Roof structure is not likely to be able to support rooftop solar -  if this 

is desired, further evaluation would be needed.
0

Total $45,000 $210,000 $270,000
Construction Total Total $113,190 $997,030 $1,752,426

Asbestos  abatement Testing is to be done this summer.  Known asbestos includes 9x9 floor tiles in 
original building.

Abate affected areas before a construction project. 1 1 ls $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000

Other "soft" project costs Fees, contingencies (design and estimating), clerk, moving and storage, permits, etc. 25% $28,298 $249,258 $438,107
Project Total $141,488 $1,246,288 $2,190,533
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No addition

Item Description/Notes Scope Options Priority Quantity Unit1 Unit Cost Sub-total

Scope Items if RES 
Remains in Two 

Buildings -
Minimum

Scope Items if RES 
Remains in Building 

-Minimum

Scope Items if RES 
Remains in Building 

- Suggested

Scope Items if RES 
Moves and Building 

is to be Re-
purposed - 
Minimum

Scope Items if RES 
Moves and Building 

is to be Re-
purposed - 
Suggested

Accessibility
Main entrance Main door is not visible from parking, but is HC accessible.  Entrance paving is 

not clearly marked, and fuel tank fill pipe in the middle of the path is not ideal.  
There are drainage/icing problems in winter.

Add vestibule at main entrance. See "space needs" for 
pricing 

3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Drinking fountains There is one functioning drinking fountain in main hall, and one in preschool. 
Neither is dual-level.  There are 2 non-functioning drinking fountains.

Provide one ADA compliant drinking fountain in main 
corridor/lobby.  Remove non-functioning drinking 
fountains

2 1 each $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500

Door hardware There are some knobs remaining.  Replace knob latchsets with levers. 3 5 each $750 $3,750 $0 $0 $3,750 $0 $3,750
Classroom restrooms Toilet rooms are off preschool, kindergarten, and grade 1 rooms.  None are ADA 

compliant.
Renovate to make ADA compliant toilet rooms off 
Kindergarten and preschool (1 per room).  Demo fixtures in 
grade 1 toilet room, convert to storage.  Option to add a 
second toilet at preschool.

4 2 rooms $20,000 $40,000 $0 $0 $40,000 $0 $0

Health restroom The existing restroom probably met an old version of ADA, but does not meet 
current ADA.

Renovate restroom to current code.  Option to add 
shower, and washer/dryer.

2 1 rooms $35,000 $35,000 $0 $0 $35,000 $0 $0

Multi-user restrooms Stalls are not quite compliant (width), grab bar is missing, need lav guards under 
sinks, and mirrors are too high.

Renovate bathrooms to meet ADA, update finishes. 2 2 rooms $75,000 $150,000 $0 $0 $150,000 $0 $150,000

Adjust existing/replace missing accessories 2 2 rooms $2,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $0 $4,000 $0
staff / public restrooms One of 2 single user restrooms is ADA compliant.  Non-compliant bathrooms 

could be upgraded along with entry renovation.
Renovate bathrooms to meet ADA, update finishes. 2 1 room $40,000 $40,000 $0 $0 $40,000 $0 $40,000

Access to playground good no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
locker rooms Locker rooms are not in use except for emergencies, most locker room space is 

used for storage. They are not ADA compliant, showers have curbs.
Provide small, ADA compliant changing rooms to serve the 
emergency shelter and community needs - 1 toilet, 1 sink, 
and 2 showers per room.

2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $8,500 $8,500 $273,250 $8,500 $198,250
Building envelope

Roof and roof insulation Membrane roof is of unknown age, and is probably at the end of its useful life.  
Thickness of insulation is unknown.

Add insulation to meet energy code, and install new 
membrane roof. 880' perimeter

3 21,293 sf $14 $298,102 $0 $0 $298,102 $0 $298,102

Exterior wall insulation/air barrier Existing is brick/block wall, insulation unknown no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Exterior siding Brick cladding is in good condition.  Window infill panels are in fair condition.  

Roof soffits in poor condition in some areas.
Repair/replace/repaint soffits. 3 500 lf $10 $5,000 $0 $0 $5,000 $0 $5,000

Windows Most are fixed or awnings, they get cold (owner reported). Original building 
windows are in poor condition, windows in addition are better. 

Replace windows to meet energy code: option 1 - gym 
windows only.  Option 2 - gym windows plus windows not 
replaced in 1990s renovation.  Option 3 - replace all 
windows.

4 8 each $2,500 $20,000 $0 $0 $20,000 $0 $20,000

Exterior doors Several doors are fairly new and in good condition.  All are adequate. no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
air sealing Air leakage rate is unknown.  Do a blower door test with thermal scanning to determine 

scope of work.  Air seal where possible. 
3 1 ls $10,000 $10,000 $0 $0 $10,000 $0 $10,000

Total $0 $0 $333,102 $0 $333,102
Electrical

Electrical service & main panel 120/240V, single phase, 3-wire, 400 Amp service, main panel near kitchen 
entrance.  Panels are in good condition.

no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Generator LP gas fired generator for emergency power. (School is an emergency shelter.) no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Lighting controls Controls in most rooms consist of a manual switch with an occupancy sensor, in 
good condition.  No daylight controls are existing.

Add daylight controls in classrooms. 4 8 each $300 $2,400 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Lighting Luminaires are typically T-8 fluorescent.  They are old, but fairly efficient, and in 
good condition.  Light levels are acceptable.

Upgrade fixtures to LEDs. 4 21,293 sf $8 $170,344 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Exterior lighting LED wall pack fixtures - adequate lighting. no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Outlets Outlets are adequate. no work 0 each $300 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Telephone/PA system Paging is through telephone system, and is tied to the high school building. no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

IT system CAT5e cabling throughout the school is fairly new.  There is fiber-optic service. no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Fire Code

Automatic sprinkler system There is no sprinkler system.  Current code would require it due to the area of 
the building.  It will most likley be required for any addition to be built, and may 
be required for a change of use.

Install sprinkler system throughout building. 3 21,293 sf $5.00 $106,465 $0 $0 $106,465 $0 $106,465

Included in Space Needs below

Included in Space Needs below

Rochester Elementary School, Rochester, Vermont

Preliminary Scope/Budget Summary
June 11, 2019
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Fire Alarm system Fire alarm system is no longer supported by the manufacturer.  It is working, and 
in good condition, but doesn't meet current code for audible and visual signal 
coverage.

Replace fire alarm system with new, addressable fire alarm 
system.

2 1 ls $55,000 $55,000 $0 $0 $55,000 $0 $55,000

Emergency and exit lights Emergency battery units and exit lighting are working.  Coverage of exit paths is 
not complete.

Provide new emergency lighting within the building, and 
outside egress doors.

1 1 ls $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000

Egress  Two classrooms on east side should have egress windows (unless sprinkled). Replace 2 windows with egress windows. 1 2 each $2,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $0 $0

Total $8,000 $8,000 $169,465 $0 $106,465
HVAC

Heating system
  Boiler One oil-fired low pressure steam boiler heats the entire building.  It is old and 

due for replacement.   Distribution system -  in original building: 2-pipe low 
pressure steam.  In first addition: hot water UVs and space heaters.  In second 
addition: radiant slab.  Steam distribution piping is over 50 years old, and should 
be replaced.

Provide new hot water boiler system with new piping 
distribution and variable speed pumps.  Demolition of 
existing included

2 1 ls $450,000 $450,000 $0 $0 $450,000 $0 $450,000

Option -variable speed pumps only (if not full system) 3 1 ls $9,000 $9,000 $0 $0 $9,000 $0 $9,000

Heating system Consider other fuel sources, backup system, AC. Pellet boiler - added to above numbers for pellets instead 
of oil

4 1 ls $40,000 $40,000

Air-to-air heat pumps 4
Ventilation Ventilation systems are not operational.  Systems are installed throughout the 

building, and appear to have been install at the times of the 1970s and 1990s 
additions.   Gym ventilation is inadequate (even if it was operating).

Replace all ventilation systems with new equipment. 2 1 ls $400,000 $400,000 $0 $0 $400,000 $0 $400,000

Option - clean ductwork (if not new) 3 1 ls $11,000 $11,000 $0 $0 $11,000 $0 $0
Kitchen hood The kitchen hood appears to be code compliant. no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Controls The pre-1990 part of the building has pnuematic controls.  The more recent 

addition has DDC controls.  Both systems are antiquated.
Provide new DDC controls throughout. 2 1 ls $65,000 $65,000 $0 $0 $65,000 $0 $65,000

Underground tanks 6000 gallon oil tank has a leak monitoring system, but that is not operational.  
Access manholes and fill lines are in poor condition, at least in part due to 
location in walkway/driveway.

Inspect tank.  Activate or replace leak detection system. 1 1 ls $12,500 $12,500 $12,500 $12,500 $12,500 $12,500 $12,500

Total $12,500 $12,500 $947,500 $12,500 $936,500
Interior Finishes

Flooring Flooring is ceramic tile in entry lobby, VCT in corridors & classrooms.  Some is in 
rough shape, multi-stall bathroom finishes are old (tile is cracked).

Replace flooring in most of the building.  Consider more 
durable materials than VCT for classrooms and corridors.

4 10,000 sf $6 $60,000 $0 $0 $60,000 $0 $0

Ceiling suspended tile, some stained, some sagging Replace ceiling tile in most of the building. (coordinate 
with sprinkler, new lighting)

3 10,000 sf $6 $60,000 $0 $0 $60,000 $0 $0

Masonry walls good no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Gypsum board walls fair no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Gym floor Flooring in fair condition, but not ideal for gym. Consider upgrading to rubber floor 3 4,800 sf $12.50 $60,000 $0 $0 $60,000 $0 $60,000
Painting Good condition. 0 33,500 sf $1 $33,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Baseboard Replace where flooring is to be replaced. 4 1,500 lf $2.50 $3,750 $0 $0 $3,750 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $180,000 $0 $60,000
Plumbing

Hot water The building has 2 water heaters - one for general water, the other serves the 
kitchen.  Both are in good condition.  The kitchen water heater lacks a code-
required mixing valve.

Install a thermostatic mixing valve for the kitchen water 
heater.

1 1 ls $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250

Domestic water piping The building has a 2" municipal water supply.  There is not backflow preventer at 
the water entrance.

Install a backflow preventer on the main water supply. 1 1 ls $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000

Perform lead test on water ditribution system. 3 1 ls $2,000 $2,000 $0 $0 $2,000 $0 $2,000
LP gas There is an exterior LP gas tank serving the kitchen. no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Plumbing fixtures See "accesibility" no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Sewer system The building is served by an on-site septic system. no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $5,250 $5,250 $7,250 $5,250 $7,250
Security

Reception location View from office to main door is good.  Vestibule would improve security.  There 
is a video intercom station at the main entrance to control entry.

Add vestibule at main entrance. See "space needs" for 
pricing 

3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Classroom lock functions Classroom doors lock from inside - good.  Blinds on classroom windows are 
good.

no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Exterior classroom doors 2 classrooms exit though a back vestibule.  This appears to be OK, but could be a 
weak point if not monitored.

no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Security camera/intrusion alarm 
system

No security system or cameras except at entry. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Space Needs

Entrance vestibule Accessible, secure, and visible entrance Addition - vestibule/porch to enhance building security and 
entrance visibility.  Create defined entrance path that does 
not cross fuel fill pipe, but allows fuel truck access.  Provide 
drainage swale/planting bed near entrance where roof 
drainage goes.

3 500 sf $500 $250,000 $0 $0 $250,000 $0 $0

art, music in HS building RES currently uses space in HS building. Addition - space for art, music to RES (includes storage) 2 1,860 sf $350 $651,000 $0 $651,000 $651,000 $0 $0

other additional SF Guidance, storage, etc. Addition 2 500 sf $300 $150,000 $0 $150,000 $150,000 $0 $0

Included in "Space Needs" below.
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locker rooms For emergency shelter, community use Addition - Provide small, ADA compliant changing rooms to 
serve the emergency shelter and community needs - 1 
toilet, 1 sink, and 2 showers per room.  Provide space for 
washer/dryer.

2 500 sf $400 $200,000 $0 $0 $200,000 $0 $200,000

Library workroom, more library 
space

Current library is small, with no work room or storage. Re-work library to better utilize the space. 3 1,100 sf $150 $165,000 $0 $0 $165,000 $0 $0

principal's office too small Office is too small for meetings. Re-work area for offices. 3 700 sf $150 $105,000 $0 $0 $105,000 $0 $0
guidance office too small Guidance should have enough space for groups of students. Re-work area for offices, in above. 3 0 sf $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
computer storage Computers are currently stored in corridor. Provide storage near main entrance for computer charging 

cart.
3 50 sf $150 $7,500 $0 $0 $7,500 $0 $0

Kitchen equipment Kitchen does not have a serving line - currently set up serving tables in gym.  
Kitchen only has a 2-bay pot sink - a 3-bay pot sink is required per code.

Renovate kitchen to accommodate 3-bay sink.  Expand 
kitchen into adjacent corridor and custodial equipment 
room for serving line, and create new custodial space.

2 1,120 sf $325 $364,000 $0 $0 $364,000 $0 $0

gym storage Space is needed for cafeteria tables. Modify existing storage/locker rooms for table storage. 3 100 sf $150 $15,000 $0 $0 $15,000 $0 $0

Total $0 $801,000 $1,907,500 $0 $200,000
Site Improvements

Septic field Existing septic field is below soccer field.  There is a replacement field location.  
It is permitted for 150 people in the school, 200 people in the cafeteria (3250 
gpd)

no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Water service 2" water service no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Parking/paving Existing parking is sufficient for current use.  If either building undergoes a 

change of use, parking will need to be considered.  Paving is due for replacement 
in the next few years.

Re-pave drop off and ES parking. 3 35,000 sf $2.50 $87,500 $0 $0 $87,500 $0 $87,500

Re-pave parking - HS parking and bus parking. 3 17,000 sf $2.50 $42,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Safe access from parking Entrance path not well delineated from parking lot to doors. See "Space Needs" for pricing. 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Separate bus and parent drop-off Drop of is adequate. no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Stormwater treatment Stormwater treatment will be required if there is additional impervious 

(building, paving, etc.).
Provide stormwater treatment as required for any 
addition.

2 1 acre of new impervious $60,000 $48,000 $0 $0 $48,000 $0 $0

    fire lane There is minimal fire lane access to building - existing is about 25%, so needs to 
all be maintained.

no work 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $135,500 $0 $87,500
Other

General Conditions Project management, insurance, bonds, OH&P, etc. 1 months $35,000 $35,000 $10,000 $280,000 $420,000 $5,000 $17,500
Total $10,000 $280,000 $420,000 $5,000 $17,500

Construction Total Total $0 $44,250 $1,115,250 $4,373,567 $31,250 $1,946,567
Asbestos  abatement Testing is to be done this summer.  Known asbestos includes mastic at 

Kindergarten floor, and at adjacent vestibule, and small amounts of pipe 
insulation, joint compound, and floor tile & mastic.

Abate affected areas before any construction project. 2 1 ls $10,000 $10,000 $2,500 $0 $10,000 $2,500 $10,000

Building demolition If Elementary School moves to HS building, all or part of the existing elementary 
building could be demolished.

Total demolition 4 21,293 sf $25 $532,325

Partial demolition (keep gym wing.) 4 10,569 sf $25 $264,225
Structure No issues.  Roof structure is not likely to be able to support rooftop solar -  if this 

is desired, further evaluation would be needed.
0

Other "soft" project costs Fees, contingencies (design and estimating), clerk, moving and storage, permits, etc. 25% $11,063 $278,813 $1,093,392 $7,813 $486,642
Project Total $57,813 $1,394,063 $5,466,959 $39,063 $2,433,209

Recommended if 
both buildings 

continue in use for 
the Elementary 

School.

Assumes all 
functions at ES 
Building - min 

renovation

Assumes all 
functions at ES 
Building - full 
renovation

Keep gym for 
community use and 
emergency shelter

Keep gym for 
community use and 
emergency shelter

Included in "Space Needs" above.
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Item Description/Notes Scope Options Priority Quantity Unit1 Unit Cost Sub-total

Scope Items if RES 
Remains and HS 

repurposed -
Minimum

Scope Items if RES 
Remains and HS 

repurposed - 
Suggested

Scope Items if RES 
Moves to HS - 

Minimum

Scope Items if RES 
Moves to HS - 

Suggested

Accessibility
Main entrance Access is adequate. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Upper level access Storage only - HC access is not required. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Drinking fountains There are drinking fountains in library/commons, and near bathrooms. They are not 

dual level
Install 2 new dual-level chilled fountains with bottle fillers. 2 2 each $4,500 $9,000 $0 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000

Door hardware Some knobs remain. Replace latchsets. 3 10 each $750 $7,500 $0 $7,500 $0 $7,500
Single-user restrooms There are no ADA compliant single-user bathrooms (one near theater is closest to 

compliant, but does not meet current ADA).
Re-work bathroom near theater for ADA compliance. Re-
work/add single-user bathrooms for classrooms where 
needed, and for nurse's office.  Re-build nurse's shower for 
accessibility.

2 3 bathrooms $20,000 $60,000 $0 $60,000 $20,000 $60,000

Multi-user restrooms 2 sets, none meet ADA Renovate all multi-stall bathrooms to meet ADA 2 4 bathrooms $80,000 $320,000 $0 $320,000 $320,000 $320,000
Access to playground Access is adequate. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Classroom doors ADA door clearance issues at several rooms (+/- 5 locations) Modify wall layout to give adequate clearance at doors 3 5 openings $2,500 $12,500 $0 $12,500 $0 $12,500
Theater/stage/music The music room, stage, and theater are not wheelchair accessible.  Booth is accessed 

via ladder-stair.
Provide HC access to stage and music via ramps, lifts, or a 
combination of the two.  This will likely require a small 
addition.

3 1 ls $110,000 $110,000 $0 $110,000 $0 $110,000

Total $0 $519,000 $349,000 $519,000
Building envelope

Roof and roof insulation Entire roof is membrane roof, probably installed in the early '90s (so over 25 years 
old), insulation is unknown.

Add insulation up to energy code levels above roof deck, and 
new membrane.  Air-seal roof deck.

3 30,742 sf $20 $614,840 $0 $614,840 $0 $614,840

Exterior wall insulation/air barrier Walls are primarily brick/block, insulation unknown.  It would be difficult to re-
insulate this construction.

No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Exterior siding Siding is primarily brick, with wood soffits and accents.  Wood is worn, neads paint at 
least, wood screen wall at entrance is in poor condition and should be demolished or 
re-built of more durable materials.

Repaint wood siding, replace where rotted or damaged.  
Replace wood screen wall with more durable material.

3 5,000 sf $10 $50,000 $0 $50,000 $0 $50,000

Windows Original windows are single-glazed with metal frames.  Replace windows with insulating windows to meet energy 
code.  Include replacing 13 window/door assemblies.

3 28 each $4,500 $126,000 $0 $126,000 $0 $126,000

Exterior doors Main doors are newer than most.  There are several exterior doors that exit more or 
less to grade level that appear to be a maintenance issue due to water and snow. 
Tractor shed door is heavily damaged.  Classroom doors are part of window assembly 
and should be replaced along with windows.

Replace damaged courtyard doors, tractor shed doors. 3 5 each $2,500 $12,500 $0 $12,500 $0 $12,500

air sealing Building leakage rate is unknown - assumed very leaky given age and construction. Perform blower door test on building, deteremine leakage 
points, and remedy where possible.

3 1 ls $25,000 $25,000 $0 $25,000 $0 $25,000

Total $0 $828,340 $0 $828,340
Electrical

Electrical service & main panel 120/208V, three-phase, 4 wire, 1200 Amp service, from a pad mounted transformer to 
a switch and panel in the boiler room.

no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Panelboards Panelboards are original to the building, past their useful life, and are manufactured 
by a company that has been found to have product that do not meet UL standards.  
Some panelboard covers are loose.

Replace all Federal Pacific distribution equipment. 1 1 ls $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000

Lighting controls Lighting controls are typically a toggle switch and and occupancy sensor.  There are no 
daylight sensors.

Provide daylight sensors in classrooms. 4 12 each $300 $3,600 $0 $0 $0 $0

Lighting Luminaires are typically T-8 fluorescent.  They are old, but fairly efficient, and in good 
condition.  Light levels appear to be low throughout.  This is likley due to aging lamps.

Provide new lamps for existing fixtures to bring light levels up 
to proper levels.

3 1 ls $11,000 $11,000 $0 $0 $0 $11,000

Exterior lighting Exterior lighting is a mix of fluorescent retrofitted downlights, HID wall packs and 
flood lights.  Most if this is original to the building, in poor condition, and inefficient.

Replace exterior soffit downlights, wall packs, and 2-head 
flood lights with LEDs.

3 1 ls $9,000 $9,000 $0 $0 $0 $9,000

Outlets Outlets appear mostly adequate, but in some locations plug strips and extension 
cords are evidence that more are needed.

Provide additional outlets where needed. 3 1 ls $2,500 $2,500 $0 $0 $0 $2,500

Telephone/PA system Paging is through telephone system, and is tied to the elementary school building. no work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

IT system CAT5e cabling throughout is fairly new.  There is fiber-optic service to the building.  
The building appears to have good WiFi coverage throughout.

No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Old telecom cabling has been left in the ceiling.  It should be removed per code. Remove old telecom cabling. 2 1 ls $4,500 $4,500 $0 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500

Theater lighting Theater lighting system appears to be original.  It is unknown if it is adequate for 
current uses. 

TBD 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $60,000 $64,500 $64,500 $87,000
Fire Code

Rochester High School, Rochester, Vermont
Preliminary Scope/Budget Summary
June 11, 2019
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Automatic sprinkler system Sprinkler system will be needed per code to meet height and area requirements with 
addition or reconfiguration of more than 12,000 sf.  There is a limited area sprinkler 
system in the shop, and in the mezzanine.

Install full sprinkler system throughout building. 3 30,742 sf $5 $153,710 $0 $153,710 $0 $153,710

Fire Alarm system The fire alarm is a fairly new addressable system, and appears to be in good 
condition.  Original heat detectors still exist throughout the building.

No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Emergency and exit lights Exit lighting is by battery units, which are working, and coverage appears adequate.   
The central battery unit serving the shop wing is not operational.  Exterior egress 
doors do not all have required lighting.

Replace central battery 1 1 ls $8,500 $8,500 $8,500 $8,500 $8,500 $8,500

Provide emergency lighting outside egress doors per code. 1 1 ls $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000

Egress Unless sprinkler system is installed, corridors need to be 1-hour fire rated.  Partitions 
added in the "open classroom" area do not meet this rating requirement.

Reconstruct partitions to extend to deck.  (or provide 
sprinkler system and make walls smoke tight).

2 60 lf $150 $9,000 $0 $0 $9,000 $6,750

theater and stage Stairs from stage to house need a railing (1 side) per NFPA 13.2.2.3.1.  Stage 
protection not verified (curtain or other fire barrier)

Install handrails at 2 stage stairs 2 12 lf $100 $1,200 $0 $1,200 $1,200 $1,200

Total $12,500 $167,410 $22,700 $174,160
HVAC

Heating system
  Boiler 2 oil boilers heat the building.  They are original to the building (1974), and are at the 

end of their useful life.
Replace boilers and pumps.  2 1 ls $112,000 $112,000 $0 $112,000 $0 $112,000

Provide variable speed pumps. 2 1 ls $23,000 $23,000 $23,000 $0 $23,000
  Distribution Piping is black steel and copper, feeding baseboard radiation and air handlers with 

hot water coils.  A few areas have unit heaters and cabinet heaters.  Piping is is good 
condition generally, but there is evidence of leakage and corrosion.

Replace leaking valves. 2 50 each $150 $7,500 $0 $7,500 $7,500 $7,500

Heating system Consider other fuel sources, backup system, AC. Pellet boiler - added to above numbers for pellets instead of 
oil

4 1 ls $40,000 $40,000

Ventilation The north (classroom) wing has 3 AHUs in the mezzanine.  The lobby has no 
mechanical ventilation.  The shop, art, and public toilets are served by an AHU in the 
boiler room.  The auditorium has its own ventilation in the ceiling.  The music area 
ventilation is located in the storage mezzanine above it.  None of these systems were 
operational at the time of inspection, and all are beyond their useful life.  

Test and inspect all ventilation equipment. (only if system not 
replaced).

2 1 ls $1,000 $1,000 $1,000 $0 $1,000 $0

Clean air handling equipment (if not being replaced). 3 1 ls $40,000 $40,000 $0 $0 $40,000 $0
Replace existing ventilation system. 2 1 ls $340,000 $340,000 $0 $340,000 $0 $340,000

wood shop ventilation Wood shop dust collection system is inadequate. If shop remains in use as a shop, provide a code compliant 
dust control system.

1 1 ls $55,000 $55,000 $0 $55,000 $0 $0

Controls The pneumatic control system is original to the building.  It is antequated, and would 
be difficult to impossible to maintain.

Replace control system with DDC controls. 2 1 ls $110,000 $110,000 $0 $110,000 $110,000 $110,000

Underground tanks There is a 10,000 gallon undergruond oil tank, located outside the boiler room.  The 
age and condition of the tank is unknown.

Inspect tank.  Install leak detection system. 1 1 ls $17,500 $17,500 $17,500 $17,500 $17,500 $17,500

Total $18,500 $665,000 $176,000 $610,000
Interior Finishes

Flooring Most flooring is VCT, due for replacement, and should be tested for asbestos. Replace flooring in most of building (not theater and stage).  
Consider options other than VCT for better durability.

3 26,257 sf $6 $157,542 $0 $0 $0 $157,542

Ceiling suspected ACT - many sagging tiles Replace ceilings. (Work should coincide with installing 
sprinkler system and new lighting.)

3 30,000 sf $6 $180,000 $0 $0 $0 $180,000

Masonry walls Masonry in good condition. No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Gypsum board walls Added partitions end at ceiling, so don't meet fire rating requirements. Extend gypsum partitions to underside of roof deck - see "Fire 

Code".
2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Painting Existing murals should be considered in any renovation - save or paint over? Re-paint interior walls. 4 42,000 sf $1 $42,000 $0 $0 $0 $21,000
Baseboard Replace base where flooring is replaced. Replace base where flooring is replaced. 3 2,000 lf $2.50 $5,000 $0 $0 $0 $5,000

Total $0 $0 $0 $363,542
Plumbing

Hot water There are two water heaters.  The south water heater, in the boiler room, is oil-fired.  
The north water heater, in the mezzanine, is electric.  Both appear to be in good 
condition, and adequate for the need.  However, neither has a code-required mixing 
valve.

Install mixing valves on both water heaters. 1 1 ls $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500

Domestic water piping The building has two 4" municipal water supply lines. The first is serving both 
domestic water and a limited area sprinkler for the shop.  The second serves the fire 
standpipes in the stage.  There is no backflow preventer.

Install a backflow preventer on the main water supply. 1 1 ls $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000

Install a backflow preventer on both fire protection water 
supplies.

1 1 ls $9,000 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000

Perform lead test on water ditribution system. 3 1 ls $2,000 $2,000 $0 $0 $0 $2,000
Shop The shop does not have an eyewash. Provide eyewash (if shop is continued to be used as such). 1 1 each $2,000 $2,000 $0 $2,000 $0 $0

LP gas There is a system to supply gas to the labs. Demo existing gas system. 3 1 ls $1,000 $1,000 $0 $0 $0 $1,000
Plumbing fixtures See "Accessibility" No work. 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $15,500 $17,500 $15,500 $18,500
Security

Reception location Entry has a good layout, could be improved with a new security window, cameras and 
security locks at main vestibule.  There is a video intercom station at the main 
entrance. 

Install new security window from main office to lobby.  
Provide security system to control building access.  

3 1 ls $30,000 $30,000 $0 $0 $0 $30,000

Included in "Fire Code" above.
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Classroom lock functions All classrooms have hardware that can be locked from inside (lockdown capable).  A 
few rooms do not.

Install lockdown classroom latchsets where needed. 2 5 opening $250 $1,250 $0 0 $0 $1,250

Security camera/intrusion alarm system Cameras at entry and parking. By Owner/To be discussed 0 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $0 $31,250
Space Needs

gym or Multi-purpose room Middle school size gym/ cafeteria is needed. Renovate to create new multi-purpose room within the 
existing building.

2 2,620 sf $200 $524,000 $0 $0 $524,000 $524,000

Add new middle school sized gym 4 6,000 sf $350 $2,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0
cafeteria & kitchen Kitchen space is needed, with equipment. Renovate art room to use as kitchen.  Provide new kitchen 

equipment, hood, etc.
2 870 sf $400 $348,000 $0 $0 $348,000 $348,000

Classrooms and offices Renovate for use as elementary school. Re-work classrooms and offices for program needs. 3 3,000 sf $130 $390,000 $0 $0 $0 $390,000
Total $0 $0 $872,000 $1,262,000

Site Improvements
Septic field On site septic has not been located yet, but exists.  It is permitted for 150 people. No work. 0 $0

Water service 2 lines, 4" each, municipal. No work. 0 $0
Parking/paving Existing parking is sufficient for current use.  If either building undergoes a change of 

use, parking will need to be considered.  Paving is due for replacement in the next few 
years.

Re-pave parking - HS parking and bus parking. 3 17,000 sf $2.50 $42,500 $0 $0 $0 $42,500

Re-pave drop off and ES parking. 3 35,000 sf $2.50 $87,500 $0 $0 $0 $0
Safe access from parking Adequate. No work. 0 $0
Separate bus and parent drop-off Bus drop is oriented toward elementary school.  If HS becomes ES, re-work bus drop-

off, car drop-off, and parking to suit planned use of building(s). 
3 1 ls $150,000 $150,000 $0 $150,000

Fire lane There is approximately 40% fire lane, which is sufficient if building is sprinkled. No work. 0 $0

Stormwater treatment Assume less than 3 acres impervious existing, and no addition 0 0 impervious acres 30,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Stormwater - if addition A major addition would probably put the site over 3 acres of impervious. This is likely only needed if a new gym/large addition is 

constructed.
4 3 impervious acres 30,000 $90,000 $0 $0 $0 $0

Athletic fields There is a playground, soccer field, and baseball/softball field adjacent to the school.  
A portion of both fields appear to be in the flood plain.

No work. 0 $0

Flood mitigation Auditorium has flooded in the past. Best strategy to be determined.  It could include installing 
flood barriers, pump systems, berms, etc.

Grading Flat grade in courtyard is causing water pooling up to door sills, some minor flooding 
in spring.

Re-grade courtyard to drain away from building. 2 5,000 sf $2.00 $10,000 $0 $10,000 $0 $10,000

Total $0 $10,000 $0 $202,500
Other
General Conditions Project management, insurance, bonds, OH&P, etc. 1 months $35,000 $35,000 $140,000 $280,000 $140,000 $280,000

Total $140,000 $280,000 $140,000 $280,000
Construction Total Total $0 $246,500 $2,551,750 $1,639,700 $4,376,292
Asbestos  abatement Testing is to be done this summer.  Known asbestos includes mezzanine ceiling, and 

mezzanine stair flooring.
2 1 ls $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000

Building demolition If Elementary School stays where it is, all or part of the high school building could be 
demolished. Total demolition

4 30742 sf $25 $768,550

Partial demolition - keep theater wing. 4 14396 sf $25 $359,900
Structure No issues.  Roof structure may to be able to support rooftop solar -  if this is desired, 

further evaluation would be needed.
0

Other "soft" project costs Fees, contingencies (design and estimating), clerk, moving and storage, permits, etc. 25% $61,625 $637,938 $409,925 $1,094,073
Project Total $358,125 $3,239,688 $2,099,625 $5,520,365
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EXISTING FIRST FLOOR
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ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNSTOCKBRIDGE CENTRAL SCHOOL
BUILDING ELEVATION

06/11/19

SCALE:  1/8" = 1'-0"1 EXISTING SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE:  1/8" = 1'-0"2 EXISTING WEST ELEVATION

SCALE:  1/8" = 1'-0"3 EXISTING NORTH ELEVATION

SCALE:  1/8" = 1'-0"4 EXISTING EAST ELEVATION
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EXISTING OVERALL FLOOR PLAN
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ARCHITECTSBLACK RIVER DESIGNROCHESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BUILDING ELEVATION

06/11/19

SCALE:  3/32" = 1'-0"1 EXISTING SOUTH ELEVATION

SCALE:  3/32" = 1'-0"2 EXISTING WEST ELEVATION

SCALE:  3/32" = 1'-0"3 EXISTING NORTH ELEVATION

SCALE:  3/32" = 1'-0"4 EXISTING EAST ELEVATION
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CIVIL ASSESSMENT  
 
Rochester Stockbridge Unified School District (RSUD) 
  
 
Stockbridge Central School Site: 
A site-visit was conducted to the Stockbridge Central on Wednesday, April 17, 2019.  The site-visit 
consisted of a general observation of the grounds exterior to the building and the surrounding site.  No 
detailed inspections, measurements, soil investigation, or sub-surface review occurred.  Facility staff has 
not yet been interviewed related to site functionality.  

 
ANR Environmental Atlas image of Stockbridge Central School 

 
General site description: 
The site is located in Stockbridge, VT on the north side of Route 107 and is approximately 4.4 acres.  The 
site slopes gently down from Route 107 towards the north property line and then steeply down to the 
White River which is located northwest of the school site.  The White River floodway and flood plain 
extend onto the abutting property to the north, but not onto the school property. 
 
Recommendations:   

• Prior to proceeding with any detailed campus master plan or construction project design, a 
topographic and boundary survey should be performed. 
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Aerial image of Stockbridge Central School (from Google Maps) 

 
Circulation, parking, sidewalks: 
Vehicle access to the site is from two drives from Route 107.  There is no sidewalk on Route 107 or other 
apparent means of pedestrian access to the site.  There appears to be adequate sight distance on Route 
107 at the access drives.    Parking is to the north of the easterly access drive and a bus and car drop off-
loop is located between Route 107 and the school building.  The drop-off loop appears to operate 
adequately in a counter clockwise manner with vehicles entering from the east access drive and existing 
the west access drive.  There are roughly 50-60 parking spaces, however parking space striping is not 
evident.  There appears to be 1 ADA signed parking space.  Depending on the total parking count 2-3 
ADA parking spaces are required, included a van accessible parking space.  The ADA parking spaces and 
access aisles should be striped and a sign should be provided for each space.  The pavement condition is 
marginal and replacement / repair should be considered in the next few years.  There are concrete curb-
stops located on the east side of the parking lot, some of which should be reset.  There is a paved drive 
and service area around the north and north west corner of the school. 

 
Recommendations: 

• Parking area pavement should be repaired/replaced in the next few years. 
• If improved parking efficiency is desired, parking spaces should be striped. 
• Adequate ADA parking spaces and aisles should be striped and signed. 
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Water, Sewer and Stormwater drainage services:   
The water supply is from a drilled well located near the north property line.  The well discharges into a 
water storage tank located nearby that provides water to the building.  There does not appear to be a 
sprinkler system. 
 
Wastewater is discharged via gravity towards the rear (west) of the building to a series of 3,000gallon 
septic tanks which discharge to a duplex pump station.  The pump station pumps via 1.5” force main to a 
leach field located east of the parking below the athletic field (see below). 
 

 
Stockbridge Central School siteplan and leach field plan 

 
  
Stormwater management on the site appears to be limited to sheet flow across parking and lawns to the 
north edge of the site.  The point of concentrated discharge from the parking area is at the top of a 
steep wooded slope and appears to be eroded.   This area should be stabilized to prevent continued 
erosion. The existing impervious on the site is close to 1 acre (jurisdiction for ANR Stormwater permits), 
therefore the addition of 5,000sf or more of New impervious, or Redevelopment of 1 acre or more 
impervious area will require an ANR Operational Stormwater permit.  New or Redeveloped impervious 
will need to be treated in accordance with Vermont Stormwater Management Rules. 
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Playground and Athletic facilities: 
There is a small playground located north of the school Building.  There is a multi-purpose sports field 
located east of school parking lot that appears to be used as two baseball/softball fields and a soccer 
field.    
 
 
Land Use Permits: 
Act 250:  A search of the online ANR Act 250 Database did not reveal any existing Act 250 Permits for 
this facility.  The original buildings pre-date Act 250 and it is possible that no work since has been 
greater than 10ac total which is the threshold for Act 250 for municipal (and school) projects. 
 
Stormwater:  A search of the State of Vermont Environmental Interest Locator was performed.  The site 
does not have an Operational Stormwater permit.  A stormwater permit amendment or new permit will 
likely be required for any new impervious area (buildings, pavement etc), or for more than 1 acre of 
redevelopment of impervious areas (converting one type of impervious area to another for example). 
 
Water/Wastewater:  A search of the online database for the State of Vermont Potable Water Supply 
and Wastewater Permits was performed.  The site is subject to permit numbers: 

• WW-3-0039 (9/2/1988): Proposed school addition, maximum of 91 student, staff, faculty 
• WW-3-0039-R1 (10/28/1988):  Relocation of the proposed school addition 
• WW-3-0039-R2 (6/13/1988): Revision to wastewater disposal system, no design flow increase 

 
Based on documents in the above referenced permits the current flow capacities appear to be: 
 
Stockbridge Central School:  91 student, staff and faculty totaling 1,820gpd 
 
Other permits:  Other permits may exist that relate to exterior site features.  These permits could 
include Wetlands, Town Zoning, Underground Storage Tank, and Public Water Supply permits.  This list 
does not include permits related to the building or interior operations of the building. 
 
Recommendations:   

• Most new work at the campus, aside from standard maintenance and repair, may be subject to 
permits.  Consult with Town of Rochester Planning Staff or Vermont State permit coordinators 
(ANR and Act 250) prior to planning and beginning work. 
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CIVIL ASSESSMENT  
 
Rochester Stockbridge Unified School District (RSUD) 
 
Rochester Middle / High School and Rochester Elementary School Sites: 
A site-visit was conducted to Rochester Middle / High School and Rochester Elementary School on 
Wednesday, April 17, 2019.  The site-visit consisted of a general observation of the grounds exterior to 
the building and the surrounding site.  No detailed inspections, measurements, soil investigation, or sub-
surface review occurred.  Facility staff has not yet been interviewed related to site functionality.  

 
ANR Environmental Atlas image of Rochester Middle / High and Rochester Elementary Schools 

 
General site description: 
The site is located in Rochester, VT on the west side of Route 100 and is approximately 8.7 acres.  The 
Middle / High School building is located to the north and the Elementary School is located to the south.  
The site slopes gently down from Route 100 towards the White River which is located west of the school 
site.  The White River floodway extends to the west property line of the site and the flood plain extends 
onto the west portion of the property.  Based on the image above, it appears that some of the Middle 
High School extends into the flood plain. 
 
Recommendations:   

• Prior to proceeding with any detailed campus master plan or construction project design, a 
wetland and flood plain extents delineation and topographic and boundary survey should be 
performed. 

• Review extent of Middle High School in the flood plain and determine if finished floor elevation 
is above the Base Flood Elevation and submit a Letter of Map Adjustment is appropriate. 
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Aerial image of Rochester Middle / High and Rochester Elementary Schools (from Google Maps) 

 
Circulation, parking, sidewalks: 
Vehicle access to the site is a combined asphalt drive from Route 100 that is divided between the two 
schools with concrete dividers and fencing.  Pedestrian access to the site is via a sidewalk along Route 
100 from the north, however there is no clear pedestrian walk from Route 100 to the school.  There 
appears to be adequate sight distance on Route 100 at the drive.  Parking is to the north of the access 
drive and a bus and car drop off-loop is located between and adjacent to the two school buildings.  
Parking for roughly 5 buses and a few maintenance vehicles is located at the north end of the parking 
area (power outlets are located north of the parking, presumably for buses).  There are roughly 40 
parking spaces, including 2 ADA parking spaces.  The pavement condition is marginal and replacement / 
repair should be considered in the next few years.  Drainage of the parking area looks like it functions 
appropriately.  There is a concrete curb and sidewalk around the perimeter of the drop-off loop that 
appears to be in decent condition.  There is a gravel drive around a portion of the Middle / High School 
that appears to be for fire and emergency vehicle access and access to the lower athletic field.  There is 
an asphalt paved walk around the perimeter of the Middle / High School in fair condition.  

 
Recommendations: 

• Parking area pavement should be repaired/replaced in the next few years. 
• Catch basin sumps should be inspected and sediment removed. 
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Water, Sewer, Stormwater drainage and Flood Mitigation:   
Both school buildings appear to be connected to the municipal water system, which appears to be an 8” 
DI pipe in Route 100.  There is a hydrant located near the entry drive at Route 100 and at the south end 
of the Middle / High School both of which appear to be further than 100ft from the nearest building Fire 
Department Connections.  Water pressure test results should be reviewed and/or updated prior to any 
renovation or expansion of either building.   

 
Rochester Elementary School leach field plan 

 
Each school building appears to have its own septic system and leach field.  The Elementary School leach 
field is located below the soccer field as shown above.  There is a replacement field location shown east 
of the Elementary School.  No plans of the Middle High School leach field have been located at this time.  
Records of maintenance and septic tank pumping should be reviewed.  There does appear to be a Town 
of Rochester sewer system that connects sever of the smaller buildings in town (including the nearby 
Daycare building on Route 100) with treatment provided at 3 town leach fields.  It is unlikely that these 
systems would support the flows from the school buildings.   
  

 
Town of Rochester Sewer Map 
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Stormwater management on the site appears to be limited to collection and conveyance with minimal 
to no treatment.  The parking and drop-off area flows are collected in catch basins and discharged 
through culverts to a grass swale between the two buildings that flows across the lower parcel towards 
the White River.  Some attenuation and treatment of the discharge likely occurs in this grass lined swale.   
 
There are reports of poor drainage in the High School north courtyard.  This area should be regraded 
and the culvert below the fire lane at the north end of the courtyard should be replaced to provide 
positive drainage from the courtyard.   
 
There are also reports or past flooding (during Tropical Storm Irene) of the lowest floors of the High 
School building including the lowest seating area in the Auditorium and possibly the shop and band 
room.  Options to mitigate future flooding of these portions of the building include; raising the floor 
(infill if feasible), installing removable flood gates at doors/windows subject to flooding and/or raising 
the exterior grade through the installation of an exterior wall or grading in conjunction with an addition.  
For all measures, structural capacity of existing floors and walls should be reviewed to determine 
capacity to resist hydrostatic uplift and pressure relief valves and pump ready systems should be 
considered. 
 
The existing impervious on the site exceeds 1 acre (jurisdiction for ANR Stormwater permits), therefore 
the addition of 5,000sf or more of New impervious, or Redevelopment of 1 acre or more impervious 
area will require an ANR Operational Stormwater permit.  New or Redeveloped impervious will need to 
be treated in accordance with Vermont Stormwater Management Rules. 
 
Playground and Athletic facilities: 
There is a small playground located northwest of the Elementary School Building.  There is a 
combination paved and curbed basketball court, ice rink and skate park located at the north end of the 
parking area (north of the bus parking).  There is a multi-purpose sports field (striped for soccer) located 
west of the Elementary School and a baseball/softball field with backstop fencing and wooden dugouts 
located north of the Middle / High School.  A portion of both athletic fields appear to be located in the 
flood plain.   
 
Land Use Permits: 
Act 250:  A search of the online ANR Act 250 Database did not reveal any existing Act 250 Permits for 
this facility.  The original buildings pre-date Act 250 and it is possible that no work since has been 
greater than 10ac total which is the threshold for Act 250 for municipal (and school) projects. 
 
Stormwater:  A search of the State of Vermont Environmental Interest Locator was performed.  The site 
does not have an Operational Stormwater permit.  A stormwater permit amendment or new permit will 
likely be required for any new impervious area (buildings, pavement etc), or for more than 1 acre of 
redevelopment of impervious areas (converting one type of impervious area to another for example). 
 
In addition, the recently passed Act 64 (H.35): An Act Relating to Improving the Quality of State Waters, 
will have an impact on this site since it has more than 3 acres of impervious surface that have not 
previously been permitted.  A summary of the relevant section of Act 64 is below: 
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Stormwater management on the site appears to be limited to collection and conveyance with minimal 
to no treatment.  The parking and drop-off area flows are collected in catch basins and discharged 
through culverts to a grass swale between the two buildings that flows across the lower parcel towards 
the White River.  Some attenuation and treatment of the discharge likely occurs in this grass lined swale.   
 
There are reports of poor drainage in the High School north courtyard.  This area should be regraded 
and the culvert below the fire lane at the north end of the courtyard should be replaced to provide 
positive drainage from the courtyard.   
 
There are also reports or past flooding (during Tropical Storm Irene) of the lowest floors of the High 
School building including the lowest seating area in the Auditorium and possibly the shop and band 
room.  Options to mitigate future flooding of these portions of the building include; raising the floor 
(infill if feasible), installing removable flood gates at doors/windows subject to flooding and/or raising 
the exterior grade through the installation of an exterior wall or grading in conjunction with an addition.  
For all measures, structural capacity of existing floors and walls should be reviewed to determine 
capacity to resist hydrostatic uplift and pressure relief valves and pump ready systems should be 
considered. 
 
The existing impervious on the site exceeds 1 acre (jurisdiction for ANR Stormwater permits), therefore 
the addition of 5,000sf or more of New impervious, or Redevelopment of 1 acre or more impervious 
area will require an ANR Operational Stormwater permit.  New or Redeveloped impervious will need to 
be treated in accordance with Vermont Stormwater Management Rules. 
 
Playground and Athletic facilities: 
There is a small playground located northwest of the Elementary School Building.  There is a 
combination paved and curbed basketball court, ice rink and skate park located at the north end of the 
parking area (north of the bus parking).  There is a multi-purpose sports field (striped for soccer) located 
west of the Elementary School and a baseball/softball field with backstop fencing and wooden dugouts 
located north of the Middle / High School.  A portion of both athletic fields appear to be located in the 
flood plain.   
 
Land Use Permits: 
Act 250:  A search of the online ANR Act 250 Database did not reveal any existing Act 250 Permits for 
this facility.  The original buildings pre-date Act 250 and it is possible that no work since has been 
greater than 10ac total which is the threshold for Act 250 for municipal (and school) projects. 
 
Stormwater:  A search of the State of Vermont Environmental Interest Locator was performed.  The site 
does not have an Operational Stormwater permit.  A stormwater permit amendment or new permit will 
likely be required for any new impervious area (buildings, pavement etc), or for more than 1 acre of 
redevelopment of impervious areas (converting one type of impervious area to another for example). 
 
In addition, the recently passed Act 64 (H.35): An Act Relating to Improving the Quality of State Waters, 
will have an impact on this site since it has more than 3 acres of impervious surface that have not 
previously been permitted.  A summary of the relevant section of Act 64 is below: 
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§ 1264(g)(3): On or before Jan. 1, 2018, ANR shall issue a general permit for discharges of 
stormwater from impervious surface of 3 or more acres in size that previously were never 
permitted or were permitted under a pre-2002 permit standard. 
• The general permit shall require retrofitting or redevelopment of old impervious surface. 
• The permit shall establish an implementation schedule, provided that the permit will be 

implemented in the Lake Champlain basin by Oct. 1, 2023, and by Oct. 1, 2028 for the rest of 
the State. 

• The general permit shall allow for the use of stormwater impact fees, offsets, and 
phosphorus credit trading within the watershed of the water to which the stormwater 
discharges or runs off. 
 

Water/Wastewater:  A search of the online database for the State of Vermont Potable Water Supply 
and Wastewater Permits was performed.  The site is subject to permit numbers: 

• WW-1-0166 (8/14/1990): Replacement leach field for the Elementary School 
• WW-1-0166-R1 (3/27/2002):  3,850sf addition to Elementary School with no increase in flows 
• WW-1-0166-1R (7/9/2018): 2 lot subdivision and creation of daycare on separate lot. 

 
These permits relate to the Elementary School, no permits were located for the Middle/High School.  
There may be other water/wastewater permits for the site which are not available online. 
 
Based on documents in the above referenced permits the current flow capacities appear to be: 
 
Middle / High School:  150 people (separate leach field) 
Elementary School:  150 people and 200person cafeteria (separate leach field 3,250gpd) 
 
Other permits:  Other permits may exist that relate to exterior site features.  These permits could 
include Wetlands, Town Zoning, Underground Storage Tank, and Public Water Supply permits.  This list 
does not include permits related to the building or interior operations of the building. 
 
Recommendations:   

• Most new work at the campus, aside from standard maintenance and repair, may be subject to 
permits.  Consult with Town of Rochester Planning Staff or Vermont State permit coordinators 
(ANR and Act 250) prior to planning and beginning work. 

• A General Permit will be available from the State of Vermont by January 1, 2018 and coverage 
will be required by October 1, 2023.  Coverage will require implementation of stormwater 
management for the impervious areas of the campus and/or impact fees or offsets.  
Recommend consulting with a civil engineer to seek coverage under the general permit. 
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Rochester & Stockbridge Schools – Structural Assessment 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This investigation of the existing structures was limited to visual observation of the exterior 
façade from grade and of main structural elements, where readily exposed to view.  Bob Neeld, 
PE visited all three schools on April 23, 2019. The condition of exterior walls due to 
deterioration is not noted here unless there is a structural stability issue.  No finishes were 
removed except a few ceiling tiles, nor was any non-destructive or destructive testing 
performed.  

Original sets of structural drawings were located during the walk through.  The following is a 
basis for this review: 

• Rochester (Old High School):  
o New Educational Facilities for Rochester Vermont by Knight Consulting and 

Richard Bilyard Architects dated 4-2-1973- Structural drawings only.   
o The drawings found provide a comprehensive insight into the structural systems.  

At several locations throughout the building structure was directly observed or 
ceiling tiles were temporarily removed to gain access.  The observed conditions 
were found to generally match the available drawings. 
 

• Rochester Elementary School:  
o Elementary School and Gymnasium by Alfred Granger Associates, July 1955.  

Framing Plan and Architectural Layout Plan 
o Elementary Addition Floor Plan by Richard Bilyard Architect dated 4-2-1973 

showing layout only for the northeast addition housing the Kitchen, lockers, and 
preschool 

o Additions to the Rochester School by Bast & Rood Architects and CEA (structural 
engineers).  Full set of Owner Review Drawings dated 2-4-2002. 

o The drawings found provide a comprehensive insight into the structural systems.  
The structure was directly observed at the gym and in the nurses office and 
found to generally match the available drawings. 
 

• Stockbridge Central School: 
o No structural drawings were found. 
o Roof areas were accessed and a general understanding of the structural systems 

was able to be determined. 
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The general condition of the buildings is good.  This report identifies the condition and apparent 
capacity of existing structural systems.   Evaluation of framing capacity and code compliance is 
based on the 2015 Vermont Fire and Building Safety Code and 2015 International Building 
Code, as adopted by the State of Vermont. 

FOUNDATIONS 

The foundations are reinforced concrete frost walls and footings with concrete slabs-on-grade.  
Visible portions of foundations are generally in good to fair condition. 

Stockbridge Central School:  There is an apparent joint in the floor between the main hallway 
and multi-purpose room indicating that the multipurpose room was an addition.  There is minor 
cracking and differential settlement. 

ROOF FRAMING 

The bulk of the structural systems in these schools is roof framing.  Codes regarding snow 
loading on roofs have evolved over the last 60-70 years.  Current standards for this area- as 
determined by the State of Vermont and the adopted national code (IBC 2015)- are 60 pounds 
per square foot (PSF) Ground Snow Load.  The Ground Snow Load is modified for exposure, 
sliding, and drifting.  Typical flat, or gently sloping, roofs are designed for a minimum of 42 PSF. 

Drifting snow due to higher roofs shedding snow onto lower roofs was not considered by the 
building codes in Vermont until the 1980’s. 

Rochester (Old High School):  

The entire building appears to have been constructed in one phase.  The roof system is 
structural steel with tongue and groove wood decking.  The available drawings indicate that 
the roof was designed for a roof snow load of 50 PSF.  Drifting snow was not considered but 
framing appears to be conservative enough that steps in the roof at the ridge can be 
reasonably supported.  One exception are the low roofs just north and south of the 
theater—the Code mandated drift load in these areas appears to exceed existing capacity 
and should be monitored/cleared of snow build-up. 

The roof structure appears to have performed well over their 40+ life span. 

Rochester Elementary School:  

The roofs appear to have performed adequately over the last 60+ years.  A preliminary 
analysis based on available information is provided below for reference.   

• Original Building 
o The gymnasium is framed of 32” deep steel joists.  These appear to have a snow 

load capacity of about 45 PSF. 
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o The classroom areas are framed with 2x14 Douglas Fir rafters @ 16” spacing that 
span between the exterior and corridor masonry walls.  Based on allowable 
stresses at the time of construction, the framing has a snow load capacity of 
about 45 PSF.  However, current design values are considerably less. 

o The roof over the boiler room and showers is framed of 2x12 @ 16”.  This is 
subject to drift loads from the gym but the framing appears to have adequate 
capacity. 

o A parapet at the interface with the  
 

• Northeast Addition:  No framing information was obtained in this area.  Due to 
substantial drift loads from the higher gym roof, the framing over the kitchen may not 
meet current code requiirements. 

 
• South Addition:  This portion of the building is framed of structural steel with metal 

deck.  It has been designed under building codes similar to today’s code utilizing 70 PSF 
Ground Snow Load.   

 

Stockbridge Central School: 

• South Classroom Area: This area is framed with 2x14 @ 16” Douglas Fir Rafters similar 
to the Rochester Elementary School designed by the same team.  Based on allowable 
stresses at the time of construction, the framing has a snow load capacity of about 45 
PSF.  However, current design values are considerably less.  This roof area appears to 
have performed adequately. 

• Middle Wing Over classroom/kitchen:  Prefabricated wood trusses span east-west.  It is 
not clear if any of the interior walls are bearing. 

• MultiPurpose Room:  Prefabricated wood trusses span north-south over this room and 
bear on the outside walls. 

• The trusses appear to be missing some diagonal bracing to resolve web bracing 
instability as diagramed below 
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• Storage/Mechanical Loft:  The roof in this area is framed of 2x12 Douglas fir rafters of 
unknown grade but appear to be performing adequately.  Assuming a similar lumber 
grade to that observed in other areas, this area appears to have a roof capacity below 
current code requirements.  The loft framing was not observed. 

 

LATERAL LOAD RESISTANCE (WIND AND SEISMIC) & EXTERIOR WALLS 

Rochester (Old High School):  

The exterior walls consist of masonry block with brick veneer.  The drawings indicate 
horizontal reinforcing, but no vertical reinforcing.  The lateral system is based on the steel 
columns being tied to the masonry as shear walls.   

Any masonry wall removal will need to be reviewed to determine if reinforcing is needed. 

Rochester Elementary School:  

• Original Building & Northeast Addition: 

These areas rely on the concrete masonry bearing walls and partition walls for lateral 
load resistance.  Any masonry wall removal will need to be reviewed to determine if 
reinforcing is needed. 

• South Addition:  
The exterior walls are light gage metal framing with brick veneer.  The light gage walls 
are designed as shear walls and any removal will require review and likely reinforcing. 

Stockbridge Central School: 

The exterior walls appear to be wood framed.  All of the exterior walls and at least some of 
the major interior walls should be considered shear walls.  Any modifications to these 
requires evaluation to determine if reinforcing is needed. 
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• Storage/Mechanical Loft:  The roof in this area is framed of 2x12 Douglas fir rafters of 
unknown grade but appear to be performing adequately.  Assuming a similar lumber 
grade to that observed in other areas, this area appears to have a roof capacity below 
current code requirements.  The loft framing was not observed. 

 

LATERAL LOAD RESISTANCE (WIND AND SEISMIC) & EXTERIOR WALLS 

Rochester (Old High School):  

The exterior walls consist of masonry block with brick veneer.  The drawings indicate 
horizontal reinforcing, but no vertical reinforcing.  The lateral system is based on the steel 
columns being tied to the masonry as shear walls.   

Any masonry wall removal will need to be reviewed to determine if reinforcing is needed. 

Rochester Elementary School:  

• Original Building & Northeast Addition: 

These areas rely on the concrete masonry bearing walls and partition walls for lateral 
load resistance.  Any masonry wall removal will need to be reviewed to determine if 
reinforcing is needed. 

• South Addition:  
The exterior walls are light gage metal framing with brick veneer.  The light gage walls 
are designed as shear walls and any removal will require review and likely reinforcing. 

Stockbridge Central School: 

The exterior walls appear to be wood framed.  All of the exterior walls and at least some of 
the major interior walls should be considered shear walls.  Any modifications to these 
requires evaluation to determine if reinforcing is needed. 

 

Rochester & Stockbridge Schools 
Structural Assessment 
P a g e  | 5 
 
OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

The buildings are generally in good structural condition and have performed well over their 
lifespans.  

A main concept to keep in mind when planning future use of space is to generally maintain the 
existing wood or masonry bearing/shear walls.  Eliminating substantial portions of walls would 
likely require reinforcing of the lateral load resisting system, which would likely affect the cost 
of the proposed floor plan alteration.  Removal of isolated exterior walls (less than 10% of any 
one wall) can be reasonably accommodated. 

Any changes to the roof, including the addition of new equipment or insulation would require 
further evaluation of the capacity of the existing roof framing.  The roof framing at high snow 
drift areas and areas of increased load would likely require reinforcing.   

A potential addition taller than an existing building could impact the existing building by 
creating a snow drift on the existing roof framing.  This would require an evaluation, and 
possible reinforcing, of the existing roof framing for additional drifting snow loads from the new 
roof. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. GENERAL: 

1. The items that have been identified as deficient in the school are, generally, very 
typical of the types of deficiencies that would be found in any similar school of this 
vintage in the State.   Overall, this school is in as fair as or better than many similar 
schools we have conducted similar investigations for. 

2. This summary has been developed to summarize the results if our study and 
recommendations: We have prioritized our recommendations as follows: 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for 
correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, 
but do not appear to pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items 
that can be addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction 
in the future. 

3. Please note that the construction estimates for this project have been developed for 
developing a preliminary budgeting purposes. We recommend that a detailed analysis 
and preliminary design be developed to develop a more refined scope and project 
budget. The summary of estimated construction cost for the items identified in this 
report are as follows: 

Mechanical 
Priority 1 items   $ 10,000 - 15,000 
Priority 2 items   $ 27,000 - 40,000 
Priority 3 items   $   5,000 - 7,000 
Mechanical Total $ 42,000 - 62,000 

Plumbing 
Priority 1 items   $ 0 
Priority 2 items   $ 0 
Priority 3 items   $ 0 
Plumbing Total  $ 0 

Electrical 
Priority 1 items   $ 8,500 – 12,000 
Priority 2 items   $ 40,000 – 50,000 
Priority 3 items   $ 2,000 – 3,000 
Electrical Total  $ 50,500 – 65,000 

Total Mechanical, Plumbing and Electrical= $ 92,500 – 127,000 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. GENERAL: 

1. The items that have been identified as deficient in the school are, generally, very 
typical of the types of deficiencies that would be found in any similar school of this 
vintage in the State.   Overall, this school is in as fair as or better than many similar 
schools we have conducted similar investigations for. 

2. This summary has been developed to summarize the results if our study and 
recommendations: We have prioritized our recommendations as follows: 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for 
correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, 
but do not appear to pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items 
that can be addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction 
in the future. 

3. Please note that the construction estimates for this project have been developed for 
developing a preliminary budgeting purposes. We recommend that a detailed analysis 
and preliminary design be developed to develop a more refined scope and project 
budget. The summary of estimated construction cost for the items identified in this 
report are as follows: 

Mechanical 
Priority 1 items   $ 10,000 - 15,000 
Priority 2 items   $ 27,000 - 40,000 
Priority 3 items   $   5,000 - 7,000 
Mechanical Total $ 42,000 - 62,000 

Plumbing 
Priority 1 items   $ 0 
Priority 2 items   $ 0 
Priority 3 items   $ 0 
Plumbing Total  $ 0 

Electrical 
Priority 1 items   $ 8,500 – 12,000 
Priority 2 items   $ 40,000 – 50,000 
Priority 3 items   $ 2,000 – 3,000 
Electrical Total  $ 50,500 – 65,000 

Total Mechanical, Plumbing and Electrical= $ 92,500 – 127,000 
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B. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the HVAC system are in good condition, we noted the following 
deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items: 

i. Inspect underground oil tank and verify that the tank is not leaking, activate 
or replace underground oil tank leak detection system. 

b. Priority 2 Items: 

i. Replace warm air furnace for Multi-purpose Room. 

ii. Replace fresh air furnace. 

c. Priority 3 Items: 

i. Recommend professional cleaning of all air handling equipment, heating 
coils and duct systems.  

C. PLUMBING SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the plumbing systems are in good condition, we noted the 
following deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items: 

i. None noted. 

b. Priority 2 Items: 

i. None noted. 

c. Priority 3 Items: 

i. None noted. 

D. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the electrical systems appear to be well maintained and in good 
condition, we noted the following deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items:   

i. Provide emergency lighting within the building, replacing central battery 
equipment, and outside egress doors to illuminate path of travel away from 
the building. 

ii. Relocate meter and bus plug-in equipment to move it out of the way of roof 
water run-off. 

b. Priority 2 Items:   

i. Replace existing fire alarm system with new, addressable fire alarm system, 
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UL listed as an Emergency Communications System.  Provide proper audible 
and visual signaling throughout the building with audible signaling via voice 
evacuation (as opposed to horns).  Annunciator panel at main door would 
be a local operator console with handset for live voice communication by 
the Fire Department.  Audible speaker devices could be interfaced with 
building telephone and paging system for paging and bus tones. 

c. Priority 3 Items:   

i. Remove all plug strips and extension cords utilized for permanent wiring.  
Provide additional receptacles with wiring extended from local circuits to the 
new devices. 

2. SCOPE 

A. We conducted an inspection of the School building, toured the facility with the Owner and 
Architect and discussed mechanical, plumbing and electrical deficiencies of which the 
Owner is aware.   

B. The purpose of this report is to provide an evaluation of the existing mechanical and 
electrical systems to identify the following: 

1. General description of existing systems including age and condition of existing 
components and/or systems. 

2. Identify operational and code deficiencies with existing systems. 

3. Identify deficiencies due to changes in school and room utilization. 

C. This report will also provide recommendations for improvements to address owner’s 
priorities and deficiencies identified in the report with an estimated implementation cost 
range for each.  
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3. EXISTING BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

A. The Stockbridge Elementary School is mainly single-story building but does have a small 
second story mechanical room in northwest corner of the building.  The building has no 
basement.  Building was constructed in the 1950’s and had a general renovation when 
the Multi-Purpose Room addition was constructed in 1990.  The following Key plan shows 
the general arrangement of the school facility: 

     

B. Gross area of the building is 8,750 square feet main floor and 640 square feet mechanical 
room second floor area.   

4. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions 

1. Heating System: 

a. Boiler: The entire building, except for the gas fired fresh air unit and Multi-Purpose 
Room is heated by a Buderus model G315-6 Section, hot water boiler rated at 
395,000 BTUH, when fired at 3.85 GPH of number 2, fuel oil. 

b. Heating Distribution System:  During the 1990 renovation, the majority of the 
heating system was re-piped. Since this project was completed, the boiler, pumps 
and boiler room piping has been renovated.  

c. The heating controls for the building consist of a functional Taco Zone Control 
system which controls hot water heat to each heating zone. The building heating 
zones are as follows: 

 Library 
 Offices 
 Pre-K Classrooms 
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 2-3-4 Grade Classrooms 
 K-1 Classroom 
 Kitchen 
 Bathrooms 
 5-6 Classroom 
 Stair 
 Corridor 

 
d. The Multipurpose Room is heated by a gas fired warm air furnace installed in the 

Mechanical Mezzanine, this unit includes supply air ductwork which runs through 
the cold Attic space. 

e. Oil Tank: The building is provided with a 1,000 gallon, underground fuel oil tank 
located on the south west side corner of the building, it appears that this tank was 
installed as part of the 1990 project.  The tank condition of this tank is unknown.  

f. Asbestos: We recommend having a complete asbestos survey done for the existing 
systems to determine if remediation is required. 

2. Ventilation Systems: In general, only the exhaust systems for the ventilation systems were 
operational at the time of our visit. 

a. The building is provided with a LP gas fired 1850 CFM make-up air unit which is 
designed to provide supply fresh air to all of the occupied spaces. Air is exhaust 
through exhaust fans to ventilate the building. 

b. The Multipurpose room is provided with a gas fired warm air furnace which also 
provides ventilation to this room. Air is exhausted form the multipurpose room with 
a 225 CFM in-line exhaust fan. 

c. The Kitchen is provided with a Kitchen Hood with up-blast exhaust fan, this hood 
and fan appears to be code complaint. 

d. Radon: We recommend having a comprehensive Radon test conducted, to 
determine if any remediation is required. 

3. Controls:  

a. The building controls are functional and include standalone controls for the boilers, 
hot water radiation, gas fired make-up air systems and the gas fired furnace serving 
the Multipurpose Room. In general, the existing system is adequate and can remain 
in service.  

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems: 

1. Operational System Deficiencies: 

a. Heating Systems:  

i. General: In general the heating systems in the building are operational and 
are in good condition. We noted the following specific concerns with the 
systems: 

• There is no back-up boiler for the building, suggest considering installing 
a back-up boiler. 

• The gas fired furnace serving the Multipurpose Room is nearly 30 years 
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old, this unit has exceeded its useful life and should be replaced. 

•  Oil Tank and fuel oil systems:  The condition of the underground oil 
tank and piping systems is unknown, the tank system does not include a 
leak detection system. The integrity of oil tank and fuel should be verified.  

b. Ventilation Systems:  

i. General: The existing ventilation system systems were not completely 
operational. We noted the following specific concerns with the systems: 

• The existing gas fired fresh air ventilation system was not operational at 
the time of our visit, the unit is nearly 30 years old and has exceeded its 
useful life and should be replaced. 

• Existing air distribution ductwork systems should be professionally 
cleaned to maintain proper indoor air quality. 

• The warm air ductwork in the attic should be insulated to control heat 
loss and to improve system efficiency. 

• The Kitchen is provided with a hood, the hood appears to be code 
compliant. 

c. Controls:  

i. General: The existing control systems in the building functional, and can 
remain in service. 

2. Code Deficiencies: 

a. Heating System: Inspect and test underground oil tank and piping to determine the 
integrity and condition of the tank. 

b. Ventilation Systems: The fresh air unit was not operating to provide the required 
ventilation. 

c. Controls: No code deficiencies noted. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate hazard 
or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Mechanical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Inspect underground oil tank and verify that the tank is not leaking, activate or 
replace underground oil tank leak detection system. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 10,000 – 15,000  

(Excludes tank replacement, inspection and leak detection controller only) 
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2. Mechanical Priority 2 Items:   

a. Replace warm air furnace for Multi-purpose Room. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 12,000-20,000 

b. Replace fresh air furnace.  

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 15,000-20,000 

3. Mechanical Priority 3 Items:   

a. Recommend professional cleaning of all air handling equipment, heating coils 
and duct systems. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 5,000-7,000  

5. PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions 

1. General: The original school building plumbing systems include domestic water, roof 
Drainage and sanitary waste systems.  

2. Domestic Water Systems:  

a. General: The building is provided with a 2” domestic water supply which is served 
from an on-site well system. The system includes (3) hydro-pneumatic tanks, 
parallel UV treatment units and filters. The interior piping system inside the school 
appears to date to 1990 with no obvious signs of issues.  All of the piping which 
was visually available for inspection appeared to be insulated.  

b. We recommend that a complete and comprehensive lead test be conducted for 
the domestic water distribution system. 

3. Domestic Water Heater:  

a. The building is provided with a HTP Hybrid gas fired water heater.  This unit is in 
good condition and appears adequate for the current water heater demand. This 
unit is provided with a built-in thermostatic mixing valve as required by code. 

4. LP Gas: 

a. There is an exterior above ground LP gas tank installed on the south side of the 
site, gas is supplied to the building on the south side where there is building 
regulator and gas distribution to the building gas appliances. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems: 

1. Operational System Deficiencies: 

a. General: The existing systems appear to be in good repair and adequate for the 
current use. 

b. Domestic Water Systems: The existing domestic water systems appears to be 
adequate, and operational. 

c. The existing sanitary waste and vent and roof drainage systems for the building 
appear to be adequate. 
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d. The existing domestic water heating system appears to be adequate. 

2. Code Deficiencies: 

a. In general the building plumbing systems are in good repair compliance with 
current codes.  

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Plumbing Priority 1 Items: 

a. None Noted 

2. Plumbing Priority 2 Items:   

a. None Noted 

3. Plumbing Priority 3 Items:   

a. None Noted 

6. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions and Evaluations 

1. General: The original school building electrical systems include electrical service and 
distribution, general power, lighting and controls and life safety systems (emergency 
lighting, exit lighting, fire alarm system). 

2. Electrical Service and Distribution 

a. General: The building is served with a 120/240V, single phase, 3 wire, 200 Amp 
electrical service.  Electrical service routes to the building underground from a pole 
mounted transformer to the southeast through a utility meter socket on the front of the 
building and then terminates in a 200 Amp main circuit breaker panelboard in the 
utility closet at the front entrance of the building. 

b. A second circuit breaker sub-panel, is located flush mounted in the corridor leading 
to the Multi-Purpose Room. 

c. There is no generator, but it was discussed that the Town is in the process of 
investigating the potential for a generator to power the building. 

3. General Power 

a. It appears that the building has adequate receptacle placement throughout the 
building.   

b. It appears that equipment connections are correct and any electrical equipment that 
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d. The existing domestic water heating system appears to be adequate. 

2. Code Deficiencies: 

a. In general the building plumbing systems are in good repair compliance with 
current codes.  

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Plumbing Priority 1 Items: 

a. None Noted 

2. Plumbing Priority 2 Items:   

a. None Noted 

3. Plumbing Priority 3 Items:   

a. None Noted 

6. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions and Evaluations 

1. General: The original school building electrical systems include electrical service and 
distribution, general power, lighting and controls and life safety systems (emergency 
lighting, exit lighting, fire alarm system). 

2. Electrical Service and Distribution 

a. General: The building is served with a 120/240V, single phase, 3 wire, 200 Amp 
electrical service.  Electrical service routes to the building underground from a pole 
mounted transformer to the southeast through a utility meter socket on the front of the 
building and then terminates in a 200 Amp main circuit breaker panelboard in the 
utility closet at the front entrance of the building. 

b. A second circuit breaker sub-panel, is located flush mounted in the corridor leading 
to the Multi-Purpose Room. 

c. There is no generator, but it was discussed that the Town is in the process of 
investigating the potential for a generator to power the building. 

3. General Power 

a. It appears that the building has adequate receptacle placement throughout the 
building.   

b. It appears that equipment connections are correct and any electrical equipment that 
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may need maintenance is fairly readily accessible. 

c. Application of ground fault devices appears adequate. 

4. Lighting and Controls 

a. Luminaires are typically T-8 fluorescent, with electronic ballasts.  Although these 
luminaires are aging (>20 years), they are still fairly efficient and it appears that they 
have been maintained.   

b. Lighting controls are manual toggle switches at the doors to the spaces.  No automatic 
occupancy controls were observed. 

c. Luminaires and controls appear to be in good condition and operational. 

d. Light levels throughout the building appear to be at acceptable levels. 

e. Exterior lighting appears adequate, with LED wall pack and downlight luminaires 
outside all egress doors. 

5. Life Safety Systems 

a. Emergency lighting is accomplished by battery units with light heads (emergency 
battery units, or “EBU’s”).  These appear to be ~20 years old or newer and were 
randomly tested and most were found to be in working order, however that tests that 
the equipment operates, not if the batteries can provide 90 minutes of continuous 
operation as is required by Code.  In the portions of the school there are a central 
batteries which power remote luminaires. 

b. Exit lighting is accomplished by battery units.  These appear to be ~20 years old or 
newer and were randomly tested and found to be in working order, however that tests 
that the equipment operates, not if the batteries can provide 90 minutes of continuous 
operation as is required by Code.  Exit sign coverage appeared to be adequate. 

c. The fire alarm system is a zoned system and appears to be in good operational 
condition.  Manual pullstations appear to be properly located.  There are 
audible/visual signals (horn/lights) throughout most of the school. 

6. Telecommunications 

a. Telecommunications systems appear to be adequate for school needs.  Building 
appears to be wired with CAT5E cabling, appearing fairly new (~5 years).  There is 
an Information Technology rack in a closet off the main hallway to the Multi-Purpose 
Room.   

b. There appears to be a bell system in the building for signaling class change, and 
similar. 

7. Security 

a. There is an intercom station at the main entrance requiring visitors to call in to gain 
access, with office personnel able to communicate with the person who is at the 
door, press a button and allow the person access to the school. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems 

1. Operational Systems Deficiencies 

a. The utility meter and “bus plug-ins” are located in an enclosure adjacent to the main 
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entrance to the school.  This enclosure is located such that any roof run off pours over 
the top and front of this enclosure, making access to the electrical in the enclosure 
hazardous.   

b. The fire alarm system is an older zoned, FCI 72 system.  FCI no longer supports the 
72 series systems and no longer manufacturers UL listed components for the system.  
In addition, fire alarm signal coverage, while adequate for the mid-1990’s 
renovation, does not meet present Code requirements for audible and visual signal 
coverage.   

2. Code Deficiencies 

a. There are “plug-strips” utilized at locations where there is high use (computer stations, 
etc.), and extension cords utilized at ceiling projectors.  This is a fairly common 
practice in this type of facility, no matter how many receptacles exist, but is a VOSHA 
violation.  Per Code, portable wiring methods (plug strips, extension cords) may not 
be utilized for periods longer than 90 days. 

b. There does not appear to be complete coverage of emergency lighting of the egress 
paths through the building, which includes illuminating the path of egress away from 
the building. 

c. There are areas, including the classrooms, which appear to have inadequate fire 
alarm audible and visual signal coverage as compared to present Code 
requirements. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Electrical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Provide emergency lighting within the building, replacing central battery equipment, 
and outside egress doors to illuminate path of travel away from the building. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $3,500 - $4,500 

b. Relocate meter and bus plug-in equipment to move it out of the way of roof water 
run-off. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $5,000 – $7,500 

2. Electrical Priority 2 Items: 

a. Replace existing fire alarm system with new, addressable fire alarm system, UL listed 
as an Emergency Communications System.  Provide proper audible and visual 
signaling throughout the building with audible signaling via voice evacuation (as 
opposed to horns).  Annunciator panel at main door would be a local operator 
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console with handset for live voice communication by the Fire Department.  Audible 
speaker devices could be interfaced with building telephone and paging system for 
paging and bus tones. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $40,000 – 50,000 

3. Electrical Priority 3 Items: 

a. Remove all plug strips and extension cords utilized for permanent wiring.  Provide 
additional receptacles with wiring extended from local circuits to the new devices. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $2,000 – $3,000 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. GENERAL: 

1. The items that have been identified as deficient in the school are, generally, very 
typical of the types of deficiencies that would be found in any similar school of this 
vintage in the State.   Overall, this school is in fair condition compared to many similar 
schools we have conducted similar investigations for. 

2. This summary has been developed to summarize the results if our study and 
recommendations: We have prioritized our recommendations as follows: 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for 
correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, 
but do not appear to pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items 
that can be addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction 
in the future. 

3. Please note that the construction estimates for this project have been developed for 
developing a preliminary budgeting purposes. We recommend that a detailed analysis 
and preliminary design be developed to develop a more refined scope and project 
budget. The summary of estimated construction cost for the items identified in this 
report are as follows: 

Mechanical 
Priority 1 items   $ 10,000 - 15,000 
Priority 2 items   $ 710,000 - 910,000 
Priority 3 items   $ 17,500 - 22,000 
Mechanical Total $ 737,500 - 947,000 

Plumbing 
Priority 1 items   $ 4,000 - 6,500 
Priority 2 items   $ none noted 
Priority 3 items   $ none noted 
Mechanical Total $ 3,000 – 5,000 

Electrical 
Priority 1 items   $ 3,500 – 4,500 
Priority 2 items   $ 50,000 – 60,000 
Priority 3 items   $ 2,000 -3,000 
Electrical Total  $ 55,500 - $67,500 

Total Mechanical, Plumbing and Electrical= $ 796,000 – 1,019,500 
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B. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the HVAC system are in poor condition, we noted the following 
deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items: 

i. Inspect underground oil tank and verify that the tank is not leaking, activate 
or replace underground oil tank leak detection system. 

b. Priority 2 Items: 

i. Replace all ventilation systems throughout the building with new equipment. 

ii. Provide new hot water boiler system with lead - lag boilers and new piping 
distribution, variable speed pumps 

iii. Provide new controls through the building. 

c. Priority 3 Items: 

i. Provide new lead-lag variable speed pumps for building hot water heating 
systems, only if existing systems remain. 

ii. Recommend professional cleaning of all air handling equipment, heating 
coils and duct systems, only if existing systems remain. 

C. PLUMBING SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the plumbing systems are in good condition, we noted the 
following deficiencies: 

a. Plumbing Priority 1 Items: 

i. Review the number of plumbing fixtures in the Gym for code compliance, as 
well as, reviewing the accessibility standard for ADA compliance 

ii. Install a backflow preventer on the main water supply. 

b. Plumbing Priority 2 Items:   

i. None Noted 

c. Plumbing Priority 3 Items:   

i. None Noted 

D. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the electrical systems appear to be well maintained and in good 
condition, we noted the following deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items:  Provide additional emergency on the exterior of the building at 
egress doors illuminating egress pathway away from the building. 
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b. Priority 2 Items:  Fire alarm system is an FCI 72 series system.  FCI no longer 
supports the 72 series systems and no longer manufacturers UL listed components 
for the system.  In addition, fire alarm signal coverage, while adequate for the 
mid-1990’s renovation, does not meet present Code requirements for audible 
and visual signal coverage. 

c. Priority 3 Items:  Removal of temporary wiring methods (plug strips, extension 
cords) and installation of additional receptacles as necessary so the need for the 
temporary wiring methods is eliminated. 

2. SCOPE 

A. We conducted an inspection of the School building, toured the facility with the Owner and 
Architect and discussed mechanical, plumbing and electrical deficiencies of which the 
Owner is aware.  The purpose of this report is to provide an evaluation of the existing 
mechanical and electrical systems to identify the following: 

1. General description of existing systems including age and condition of existing 
components and/or systems. 

2. Identify operational and code deficiencies with existing systems. 

3. Identify deficiencies due to changes in school and room utilization. 

B. This report will also provide recommendations for improvements to address owner’s 
priorities and deficiencies identified in the report with an estimated implementation cost 
range for each.  

3. EXISTING BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

A. The Rochester Elementary School is a single story building with no basement originally 
constructed in the early 1960’s. An addition was constructed in the 1970’s adding the 
present Kitchen and Preschool space.  A south classroom addition was constructed as well 
as a general renovation of the balance of the building, in the mid-1990’s. The building 
has a gross square footage of 22,260 square feet.  The following Key plan shows the 
general arrangement of the school facility: 
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4. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions 

1. Heating Systems: 

a. Boiler: The entire building is heated by a Smith Cast Iron model 28A-8 Section, 
low pressure steam boiler rated at 1,526,000 BTUH, when fired at 17.4 GPH of 
number 2, fuel oil. 

b. Heating Distribution System:  The original building is provided with a two pipe low 
pressure steam distribution, the steam piping for the system is original to the 
building. The 1970’s and 1990’s additions are provided with a hot water heating 
systems served by steam to hot water heat exchangers, and circulator pumps. The 
1990’s addition is a radiant heating system using under floor heat and the 1970s 
addition is provided with a hot water unit ventilator and space heating. The hot 
water systems are filled with glycol for freeze protection, there are obvious signed 
of leaks and corrosion of piping, which indicates that the glycol may have become 
corrosive. 

c. Oil Tank: The building is provided with a 6,000 gallon, underground fuel oil tank 
located on the north east side of the building. The oil tank is provided with a 
VEEDER-ROOT model TLS-3000C, oil level and leak monitoring system, this 
system was not operational at the time of our visit.  The tank age and condition of 
this tank is unknown. The access manholes and fill lines for the tank are in poor 
condition and show signs of damage from traffic and water infiltration into the tank 
access manholes. 

 

 

d. Asbestos: We recommend having a complete asbestos survey done for the existing 
systems to determine if remediation is required. 

2. Ventilation Systems: In general, the ventilation systems in the building were found to be 
not operational because the equipment is no longer serviceable and should be 
replaced.  
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a. Original Classrooms: these areas are served by rooftop heat recovery unit which 
includes ducted fresh air to each classroom, exhaust is ducted from the heat 
recovery unit each toilet room and over each classroom closet. This units was 
installed in as part of the 1990’s project.  

b. Gym: The Gym is provided with two manually controlled exhaust fans. 

c. The 1990s addition is provided with an interior ducted heat recovery unit which 
provides ventilation to all spaces. This system was not operational at the time of 
our visit. 

d. The 1970s addition is provided with a classroom unit ventilator which is designed 
to provide heat and fresh air to the space. The kitchen is provided with a kitchen 
exhaust hood and exhaust duct system. All of this equipment appears to be original 
to the addition.  

e. Office and Library: These areas are provided with a classroom unit ventilators to 
ventilate and heat the rooms. 

f. Kitchen Exhaust: The kitchen cooking line is provided with a sidewall exhaust fan 
with wall grille, there is no hood or fire suppression system over the cooking 
equipment.  

g. Radon: We recommend having a comprehensive Radon test conducted, to 
determine if any remediation is required. 

3. Controls:  

a. Original part of the building and the 1970s addition are controlled by an 
antiquated pneumatic control system. This system is served by a relatively new air 
compressor located in the boiler room.  

b. The 1990s addition is provided with a standalone DDC control system to control 
the heat recovery unit and radiant heat, this system is served by Temperature 
Controls of Vermont. There are reports of control issues with the radiant heating 
system. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems: 

1. Operational System Deficiencies: 

a. Heating Systems:  

i. General: In general the heating systems in the building are antiquated and 
are in need of complete replacement. We noted the following specific 
concerns with the systems: 

• There is no back-up boiler for the building and the boiler is over 25 
years old. 

• Steam distribution piping is original to the building and dates to the 
1960’s. 

• The hot water systems are filled with glycol, the system glycol appears 
to have become corrosive. The hot water systems need to be flushed 
and replenished. All leaks in piping and valves should be repaired. 

• The steam system is a very inefficient means of heating the building, 
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steam does not allow for modulation of the hearing supply temperatures 
and causes overheating and excessive heat loss form distribution piping 
and valves.  

• The hot water pumping systems for heat exchangers do not include 
back-up heating pumps. 

• Oil Tank and fuel oil systems:  The age and condition of the 
underground oil tank and piping systems is unknown, the leak detection 
system is not operational. The integrity of oil tank and fuel should be 
verified.  

b. Ventilation Systems:  

i. General: The existing ventilation system systems were not operational. We 
noted the following specific concerns with the systems: 

• The existing ventilation system need to be made operational to ensure 
proper ventilation.  

• Existing air distribution ductwork systems should be professionally 
cleaned to maintain proper indoor air quality. 

• The gym ventilation system is not adequate for ventilation of a gym, 
manual exhaust fans will not provide an adequate and reliable means 
of ventilation.  

• The Kitchen is provided with a hood, the hood appears to be code 
compliant. 

c. Controls:  

i. General: The existing control systems in the building are antiquated and are 
in need of complete replacement to ensure a reliable, efficiently operating 
building. We noted the following specific concerns with the systems: 

• The pneumatic system in the original part of the school dates from the 
1960s, this system is antiquated, out of calibration and is difficult if not 
impossible to maintain. We recommend replacement with new DDC 
controls. 

• The 1990s DDC control system is also antiquated and need of upgrade, 
many of the existing control components for the radiant heating system 
are not functioning. 

ii. Supervisory Controls: The system should be upgraded with controls to allow 
for monitoring and remote supervisory controls for the DDC controls. This 
would allow the building to be supported and monitored by a control service 
contractor remotely. This will reduce service calls for troubleshooting and 
control issues. 

iii. Pumping Systems: The existing heating pumps should be replaced with 
variable speed pumps to allow the pumps to allow the pump systems to vary 
the flow to meet heating demands. 
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2. Code Deficiencies: 

a. Heating System: Inspect and test underground oil tank and piping to determine the 
integrity and condition of the tank. 

b. Ventilation Systems: The systems are not operating to provide the required 
ventilation. 

c. Controls: No code deficiencies noted. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate hazard 
or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Mechanical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Inspect underground oil tank and verify that the tank is not leaking, activate or 
replace underground oil tank leak detection system. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 10,000 – 15,000  

(Excludes tank replacement, inspection and leak detection controller only) 

2. Mechanical Priority 2 Items:   

a. Replace all ventilation systems throughout the building with new equipment. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 350,000-450,000 

b. Provide new hot water boiler system with lead - lag boilers and new piping 
distribution, variable speed pumps 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 300,000-400,000 

c. Provide new DDC controls throughout the building. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 60,000-70,000 

3. Mechanical Priority 3 Items:   

a. Provide new lead-lag variable speed pumps for building hot water heating 
systems, only if existing systems remain. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 7,500-10,000 

b. Recommend professional cleaning of all air handling equipment, heating coils 
and duct systems, only if existing systems remain. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 10,000-12,000  
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5. PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions 

1. General: The original school building plumbing systems include domestic water, roof 
Drainage and sanitary waste systems.  

2. Domestic Water Systems:  

a. General: The building is provided with a 2” domestic water supply which is served 
by the municipal water service. The water service enters the building in the 
Mechanical room, where there is a meter, there was no backflow preventer 
installed on the water service. The interior piping system inside the school appears 
to be original to the building with no obvious signs of issues. All of the piping which 
was visually available for inspection appeared to be insulated.  

b. We recommend that a complete and comprehensive lead test be conducted for 
the domestic water distribution system. 

3. Building Sanitary, Roof drainage and Plumbing Fixtures:  

a. General: The building sanitary waste and roof drainage systems are original to the 
building and appear to be functional and operational. The 1990s addition has a 
sewage pump located in the 1990s mechanical room which serves all of the 
plumbing fixtures in the addition. 

b. The number of plumbing fixtures installed in the school appears to be adequate 
for the number of students.  

c. The number of fixtures in the Gym does not appear to be adequate for occupancy. 
We recommend an occupancy study be performed to review the plumbing fixture 
requirements. The plumbing code requires the following number of fixtures: 

• Water Closets: 

Men: 1 per 125 occupants 

Women: 1 per 65 occupants 

• Lavatories: 

Men: 1 per 200 occupants 

Women: 1 per 200 occupants 

• Drinking Fountain: 

1 per 500 occupants 

In addition, the accessibility standards for the toilet rooms should be reviewed 
to confirm that the fixtures and plumbing comply with the current ADA 
standards. 

4. Domestic Water Heaters:  

a. The building is provided with two water heaters, as follows: 

• General Water Heater: Bradford White 80 Gallon Electric with 4.5 KW non-
simultaneous upper and lower heating elements. This unit is in good condition 
and appears adequate for the current water heater demand. This unit is 
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provided with a thermostatic mixing valve as required by code. 

• Kitchen Water Heater:  Bradford White 48 Gallon, Gas sealed combustion 
water heater, 60,000 BTUH input, 58.2 GPH recovery, this unit appears to be 
in good condition and appears adequate for the current water heater demand. 
This unit is not provided with a thermostatic mixing valve as required by code. 

5. LP Gas: 

a. There is an exterior LP gas tank installed on the north side of the building, gas is 
supplied to the Kitchen. 

 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems: 

1. Operational System Deficiencies: 

a. General: The existing systems appear to be in good repair and adequate for the 
current use. 

b. Domestic Water Systems: The existing domestic water systems appear to be 
adequate, there is no backflow preventer on the water service to the building. 

c. The existing sanitary waste and vent and roof drainage systems for the building 
appear to be adequate. 

d. Domestic Water Heater:  The existing domestic water heating systems appear to 
be adequate. 

2. Code Deficiencies: 

a. General: In general the building plumbing systems are in good repair and for the 
most part in in compliance with current codes. The following items were noted as 
non-complaint. 

i. Gym Toilet Rooms: The number of plumbing fixtures in the Gym will need to 
be reviewed for compliance with the code. 

ii. A backflow preventer should be installed on the main water supply to the 
building. 

iii. A thermostatic mixing valve should be provided for the water heater serving 
the Kitchen. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Plumbing Priority 1 Items: 

a. Review the number of plumbing fixtures in the Gym for code compliance, as well 
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as, reviewing the accessibility standard for ADA compliance 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: To be determined, this will require a more in 
depth study to determine the estimated project costs. 

b. Install a backflow preventer on the main water supply. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $3,000-5,000. 

c. Install thermostatic mixing valve for Kitchen water heater. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $1,000-1,500. 

2. Plumbing Priority 2 Items:   

a. None Noted 

3. Plumbing Priority 3 Items:   

a. None Noted 

6. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions and Evaluations 

1. General: The original school building electrical systems include electrical service and 
distribution, general power, lighting and controls, life safety systems (emergency 
lighting, exit lighting, fire alarm system) and a generator standby power system. 

2. Electrical Service and Distribution 

a. General: The building is served with a 120/240V, single phase, 3 wire, 400 Amp 
electrical service.  Electrical service routes to the building, underground from a pole 
mounted transformer to the east via a service rated automatic transfer switch. 

b. An LP gas fired generator is located just north of the building which provides standby 
power to the building via the automatic transfer switch. 

c. Distribution is through a 400 Amp main circuit breaker panelboard located in the 
entrance hall into the Kitchen Storage room.   

d. Circuit breaker panelboards are located throughout the facility to serve the loads of 
the building. 

e. The panelboards are in good condition, circa 2002 and 1994, and are serviceable.  
There appear to be adequate spare circuit breaker and spaces for future circuit 
breakers in the panelboards. 

3. General Power 

a. It appears that the building has adequate receptacle placement throughout the 
building.   

b. It appears that equipment connections are correct and any electrical equipment that 
may need maintenance is fairly readily accessible. 

c. Application of ground fault devices appears adequate. 

4. Lighting and Controls 
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a. Luminaires are typically T-8 fluorescent, with electronic ballasts.  Although these 
luminaires are aging (>25 years), they are still fairly efficient and it appears that they 
have been maintained.   

b. Lighting controls are generally a manual toggle switch at the door to the space 
supplemented with an occupancy sensor.  The toggle switch overrides the occupancy 
sensor control to turn off the luminaires, and when the switch is in the on position, the 
luminaires will operate automatically based on occupancy. 

c. The lighting controls do not allow for the occupants to take advantage of daylighting 
by being able to turn off the row of lights closest to the windows.  There is quite a bit 
of daylight available in many of the classrooms which could be taken advantage of. 

d. Luminaires and controls appear to be in good condition and fully operational. 

e. Light levels throughout the building appear to be at acceptable levels. 

f. Exterior lighting appears adequate, with LED wall pack and downlight luminaires 
outside all egress doors. 

5. Life Safety Systems 

a. Emergency lighting is accomplished by battery units with light heads (emergency 
battery units, or “EBU’s”).  These appear to be ~25 years old or newer and were 
randomly tested and found to be in working order, however that tests that the 
equipment operates, not that the batteries can provide 90 minutes of continuous 
operation as is required by Code. 

b. Exit lighting is accomplished by battery units.  These appear to be ~25 years old or 
newer and were randomly tested and found to be in working order, however that tests 
that the equipment operates, not that the batteries can provide 90 minutes of 
continuous operation as is required by Code.  Exit sign coverage appeared to be 
adequate. 

c. The fire alarm system is a zoned system and appears to be in good operational 
condition.  Manual pullstations appear to be properly located.  There are 
audible/visual signals (horn/lights) throughout most of the school. 

6. Telecommunications 

a. Telecommunications systems appear to be adequate for school needs.  Building is 
wired with CAT5E cabling throughout, appearing fairly new (~5 years).  There is 
fiber-optic service into the building for high speed communications off site. 

b. Paging occurs through the telephone system to speakers in the classrooms and gym.  
Paging system is tied to the High School building, to the north. 

7. Security 

a. There is a video intercom station at the main entrance requiring visitors to call in to 
gain access, with office personnel able to view who is at the door, press a button 
and allow the person access to the school. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems 

1. Operational Systems Deficiencies 

a. The fire alarm system is an older zoned, FCI 72 system.  FCI no longer supports the 
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72 series systems and no longer manufacturers UL listed components for the system.  
In addition, fire alarm signal coverage, while adequate for the mid-1990’s 
renovation, does not meet present Code requirements for audible and visual signal 
coverage.   

2. Code Deficiencies 

a. There are “plug-strips” utilized at locations where there is high use (computer stations, 
etc.).  This is a fairly common practice in this type of facility, no matter how many 
receptacles exist, but is a VOSHA violation.  Per Code, portable wiring methods (plug 
strips, extension cords) may not be utilized for periods longer than 90 days. 

b. There does not appear to be complete coverage of emergency lighting of the egress 
paths through the building, which includes illuminating the path of egress away from 
the building. 

c. There are areas which appear to have inadequate fire alarm audible and visual signal 
coverage as compared to present Code requirements. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Electrical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Provide emergency lighting within the building, replacing central battery equipment, 
and outside egress doors to illuminate path of travel away from the building. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $3,500 - $4,500 

2. Electrical Priority 2 Items: 

a. Replace existing fire alarm system with new, addressable fire alarm system, UL listed 
as an Emergency Communications System.  Provide proper audible and visual 
signaling throughout the building with audible signaling via voice evacuation (as 
opposed to horns).  Annunciator panel at main door would be a local operator 
console with handset for live voice communication by the Fire Department.  Audible 
speaker devices could be interfaced with building telephone and paging system for 
paging and bus tones. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $50,000 – 60,000 

3. Electrical Priority 3 Items: 

b. Remove all plug strips and extension cords utilized for permanent wiring.  Provide 
additional receptacles with wiring extended from local circuits to the new devices. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $2,000 – 3,000 
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72 series systems and no longer manufacturers UL listed components for the system.  
In addition, fire alarm signal coverage, while adequate for the mid-1990’s 
renovation, does not meet present Code requirements for audible and visual signal 
coverage.   

2. Code Deficiencies 

a. There are “plug-strips” utilized at locations where there is high use (computer stations, 
etc.).  This is a fairly common practice in this type of facility, no matter how many 
receptacles exist, but is a VOSHA violation.  Per Code, portable wiring methods (plug 
strips, extension cords) may not be utilized for periods longer than 90 days. 

b. There does not appear to be complete coverage of emergency lighting of the egress 
paths through the building, which includes illuminating the path of egress away from 
the building. 

c. There are areas which appear to have inadequate fire alarm audible and visual signal 
coverage as compared to present Code requirements. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Electrical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Provide emergency lighting within the building, replacing central battery equipment, 
and outside egress doors to illuminate path of travel away from the building. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $3,500 - $4,500 

2. Electrical Priority 2 Items: 

a. Replace existing fire alarm system with new, addressable fire alarm system, UL listed 
as an Emergency Communications System.  Provide proper audible and visual 
signaling throughout the building with audible signaling via voice evacuation (as 
opposed to horns).  Annunciator panel at main door would be a local operator 
console with handset for live voice communication by the Fire Department.  Audible 
speaker devices could be interfaced with building telephone and paging system for 
paging and bus tones. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $50,000 – 60,000 

3. Electrical Priority 3 Items: 

b. Remove all plug strips and extension cords utilized for permanent wiring.  Provide 
additional receptacles with wiring extended from local circuits to the new devices. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $2,000 – 3,000 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. GENERAL: 

1. The items that have been identified as deficient in the school are, generally, very 
typical of the types of deficiencies that would be found in any similar school of this 
vintage in the State.   Overall, this school is in as good as or better than many similar 
schools we have conducted similar investigations for. 

2. This summary has been developed to summarize the results if our study and 
recommendations: We have prioritized our recommendations as follows: 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for 
correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, 
but do not appear to pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items 
that can be addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction 
in the future. 

3. Please note that the construction estimates for this project have been developed for 
developing a preliminary budgeting purposes. We recommend that a detailed analysis 
and preliminary design be developed to develop a more refined scope and project 
budget. The summary of estimated construction cost for the items identified in this 
report are as follows: 

Mechanical 
Priority 1 items   $ 65,000 - 80,000 
Priority 2 items   $ 540,000 - 610,000 
Priority 3 items   $ 30,000 – 40,000 
Mechanical Total $ 635,000 – 730,000 

Plumbing 
Priority 1 items   $ 13,000 - 18,000 
Priority 2 items   $ none noted 
Priority 3 items   $ none noted 
Plumbing Total  $ 13,000 – 18,000 

Electrical 
Priority 1 items   $ 66,000 – 78,500 
Priority 2 items   $ 4,000 – 5,000 
Priority 3 items   $ 19,500 – 25,500 
Electrical Total  $ 89,500 – 109,000 

Total Mechanical, Plumbing and Electrical= $737,500 – 857,000 
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B. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the HVAC system are in good condition, we noted the following 
deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items: 

i. Inspect underground oil tank and verify that the tank is not leaking, install new 
oil tank leak detection system. 

ii. Test and inspect all ventilation equipment to confirm that the equipment is 
operating properly and providing fresh air to the building.  

iii. Install dust collection system for the Shop.  

b. Priority 2 Items: 

i. Replace the existing heating boilers and pumps. 

ii. Provide new variable speed pumps and controls to reduce pumping energy 
and operating costs. 

iii. Inspect and replace leaking isolation valves for heating equipment, if 
replacement is required we would recommend replacing the valves with ball 
valves. 

iv. Provide new DDC controls throughout the building. 

v. Replace existing air handling equipment throughout the building 

c. Priority 3 Items: 

i. Recommend professional cleaning of all air handling equipment, heating 
coils and duct systems. 

C. PLUMBING SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the plumbing systems are in good condition, we noted the 
following deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items: 

i. Review the number of plumbing fixtures in the Auditorium for code 
compliance, as well as, reviewing the accessibility standard for ADA 
compliance 

ii. Install a backflow preventer on the main domestic water supply. 

iii. Install a backflow preventer on both fire protection water supplies. 

iv. Install thermostatic mixing valve for both water heaters. 

b. Priority 2 Items: 

i. None Noted 

c. Priority 3 Items: 
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i. None Noted 

D. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS: 

1. General: In general the electrical systems appear to be well maintained and in good 
condition, we noted the following deficiencies: 

a. Priority 1 Items:   

i. Replace all Federal Pacific Electric distribution equipment (circuit breaker 
equipment). 

ii. Replace central emergency lighting battery/inverter with unit equipment. 

iii. Provide emergency lighting outside egress doors to illuminate path of travel 
away from the building. 

b. Priority 2 Items:   

i. Remove all unused/abandoned telecommunications cabling from above 
accessible ceilings. 

c. Priority 3 Items:   

i. Remove all plug strips and extension cords utilized for permanent wiring.  
Provide additional receptacles with wiring extended from local circuits to the 
new devices. 

ii. Provide new lamps for existing fluorescent luminaires to bring light levels up 
to proper levels. 

iii. Replace exterior soffit downlights, wall packs and two head flood lights with 
LED light sources. 
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2. SCOPE 

A. We conducted an inspection of the School building, toured the facility with the Owner and 
Architect and discussed mechanical, plumbing and electrical deficiencies of which the 
Owner is aware.   

B. At the time of our inspection, the building has been unused for approximately one year, 
with the exception of one space utilized for after school activities.  This affects our inspection 
as we did not inspect the building while it was in use, with equipment, furniture and 
occupants. 

C. The purpose of this report is to provide an evaluation of the existing mechanical and 
electrical systems to identify the following: 

1. General description of existing systems including age and condition of existing 
components and/or systems. 

2. Identify operational and code deficiencies with existing systems. 

3. Identify deficiencies due to changes in school and room utilization. 

D. This report will also provide recommendations for improvements to address owner’s 
priorities and deficiencies identified in the report with an estimated implementation cost 
range for each.  

3. EXISTING BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

A. The Rochester High School is mainly single-story building but does have a small second 
story storage area in north end of the building and another small second story space on 
the south end of the building which houses theatrical lighting equipment and costume 
storage.  The building has no basement.  Building was constructed in 1974 and does not 
appear to have had any additions or major renovations, with exceptions of adding walls 
to eliminate the original open classroom layout. The following Key plan shows the general 
arrangement of the school facility: 
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 The gross area of the building is 30,325 square feet main floor, 3,140 square feet north 
second floor area and 740 square feet south second floor area.  

4. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions 

1. Heating System:  

a. Boilers: The entire building is heated by two HB Smith 3500 Mills-8 Section boilers 
each rated at 1,544,000 BTUH when fired with 16.00 GPH of number 2 fuel oil. 
Both boilers are provided with updated Beckett model CF2300A burners. The 
boilers are original to the building, dating to 1974. 

b. Heating Distribution System: The heating system is arranged with three main 
heating zones, each zone has a primary and back-up heating pump. The piping 
systems are zoned as follows: 

• North Zone 

• South Zone 

• East Zone 

The piping systems consist of a mixing of black steel for larger piping and copper 
for smaller piping and branches to terminal heating units. In general valves in the 
system appear to be gate style valves. 

In general, heating in the building consist of a mix of baseboard radiation and air 
handlers with hot water coils. There are also several areas which are provided with 
unit heaters and cabinet heaters, such as the Lobby, Shop and Entry vestibules.  In 
general each occupied zone is provided with a separate heating control zone. 

c. Oil Tank: The building is provided with a 10,000 gallon underground fuel oil tank 
located on the south side of the building, outside the boiler room. The oil tank 
does not include an oil level and leak monitoring system.  The tank age and 
condition of this tank is unknown.  

d. Asbestos: We recommend having a complete asbestos survey done for the existing 
systems to determine if remediation is required. 

2. Ventilation Systems: In general the ventilation systems were not operational at the time 
of our visit.  

a. North Wing: these areas are served by three (3) indoor air handling units located 
in the second floor mechanical mezzanine. These units are designed to provide 
fresh air ventilation to each occupied zone and are equipped with duct mounted 
heating coils to temper the supply air delivered to the occupied zones. The system 
was designed with barometric relief registers located on exterior walls, these are 
designed to relieve excess air when the air handling systems bring in enough 
outdoor air to cause the building to become pressurized. There are three ducted 
exhaust systems located in the Attic Mezzanine which provide exhaust for Science 
Labs, Toilets and general building exhaust. 

b. Lobby:  is heated by several, ceiling mounted cabinet heaters, and these areas are 
not provided with mechanical ventilation. 
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c. Shop and Art Rooms: these areas are served by an indoor air handling unit located 
in the Boiler Room. This unit is designed to provide fresh air, heating and ventilation 
to the occupied zones. There are two ducted exhaust systems which provide exhaust 
for each space including the central public toilet rooms. 

d. Auditorium is served by an indoor air handling unit located above the ceiling of 
the Auditorium space. This unit is designed to provide fresh air ventilation and 
heating to the Stage and Auditorium space. 

e. The Music Area: This area is provided with a central air handling unit located on 
the second floor storage mezzanine. This unit is designed to provide fresh air 
ventilation to each occupied zone and are equipped with duct mounted heating 
coils to temper the supply air delivered to the occupied zones. The system was 
designed with barometric relief registers located on exterior walls, these are 
designed to relieve excess air when the air handling systems bring in enough 
outdoor air to cause the building to become pressurized. 

f. Radon: We recommend having a comprehensive Radon test conducted, to 
determine if any remediation is required. 

3. Controls:  

a. The building is provided with a complete pneumatic control systems which was 
original to the building. The system is served by a central air compressor and drier 
located in the boiler room. The system includes controls for the heating pumps, 
baseboard radiation, air handlers and exhaust fans.  In general the system looks 
to be in tack, we could not determine the functionality of the system, but the system 
is definitely antiquated. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems: 

1. Operational System Deficiencies: 

a. Heating System:  

i. General:  In general the piping systems appear to be adequately zoned and 
in good condition given that the system is over 40 years old. We did see 
signs of leaks and corrosion on some valves and fittings. The boilers serving 
the building are at the end of their useful life and should be scheduled for 
replacement. We also noted the following specific areas of concern: 

 Replace the heating boilers and pumps. 

 Provide new variable speed pumps and controls to reduce pumping 
energy and operating costs. 

 Control valves are leaking and should be replaced. 

 Isolation valves for heating equipment should be inspected by a 
qualified service contractor, if replacement is required we would 
recommend replacing the valves with ball valves. 

 Drain valves for heating equipment should be inspected by a qualified 
service contractor, if replacement is required we would recommend 
replacing the valves with ball type drain valves. 

ii. The oil tank should be inspected and tested for potential leaks, if found to 
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be in poor condition the tank should be replaced. We also recommend 
installation of a leak detection and spill monitoring system. 

b. Ventilation Systems:  

i. General: The existing ventilation system systems were not operational during 
our inspection. We noted the following specific concerns with the systems: 

ii. The air handling equipment is over 40 years old, the air handling units have 
exceeded their useful life and should be replaced.   

iii. Existing air distribution ductwork systems should be professionally cleaned to 
maintain proper indoor air quality. 

iv. The existing wood shop area does not have an adequate dust collection 
system to control dust build-up. 

c. Controls:  

i. General: The existing control systems in the building are antiquated and are 
in need of complete replacement to ensure a reliable, efficiently operating 
building. We noted the following specific concerns with the systems: 

ii. The pneumatic system in the original part of the school dates from the 1974, 
this system is antiquated, out of calibration and is difficult if not impossible 
to maintain. We recommend complete replacement of the controls with a 
new DDC control system. 

iii. Supervisory Controls: The system should be upgraded with controls to allow 
for monitoring and remote supervisory controls for the DDC controls. This 
would allow the building to be supported and monitored by a control service 
contractor remotely. This will reduce service calls for troubleshooting and 
control issues. 

2. Code Deficiencies: 

a. Heating System: Inspect and test underground oil tank and piping to determine the 
integrity and condition of the tank. 

b. Ventilation Systems:  

i. Test mechanical ventilation systems to confirm that they are providing the 
required ventilation. 

ii. If the shop remains in use a code compliant dust collection system will be 
required to control dust prevent the space from becoming a hazardous 
environment. 

c. Controls: No code deficiencies noted. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate hazard 
or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to pose an 
immediate hazard. 
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Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Mechanical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Inspect underground oil tank and verify that the tank is not leaking, install new oil 
tank leak detection system. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 15,000 – 20,000  

(Excludes tank replacement, inspection and leak detection controller only. If Tank 
requires replacement assume additional $30,000 for new tank, excluding 
contaminated soil removal) 

b. Test and inspect all ventilation equipment to confirm that the equipment is 
operating properly and providing fresh air to the building.  

Estimated Construction Cost Range: Cost to be determined, work would not be 
required if controls and equipment are replaced under Priority 2. 

c. Install dust collection System for the Shop.  

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 50,000-60,000 

2. Mechanical Priority 2 Items:   

a. Replace the existing heating boilers and pumps. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 100,000 – 125,000  

b. Provide new variable speed pumps and controls to reduce pumping energy and 
operating costs. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 20,000 – 25,000. 

c. Inspect and replace leaking isolation valves for heating equipment, if replacement 
is required we would recommend replacing the valves with ball valves. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: Cost to be determined 

d. Inspect and replace drain valves for heating equipment, if replacement is required 
we would recommend replacing the valves with ball type drain valves. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: Cost to be determined 

e. Provide new DDC controls throughout the building. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 100,000-120,000 

f. Replace existing air handling equipment throughout the building.  

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 320,000-340,000 

3. Mechanical Priority 3 Items:   

a. Recommend professional cleaning of all air handling equipment, heating coils 
and duct systems. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $ 30,000-40,000  
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5. PLUMBING SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions 

1. General: The original school building plumbing systems include domestic water and 
sanitary systems.  

2. Domestic Water Systems:  

a. General: The building is provided with 4” water service which serves both domestic 
water and a limited area sprinkler system for the Shop. The Stage is provided with 
a separate 4” water service which serves fire standpipes in the stage. The domestic 
water service is provided with a meter but no backflow preventer. The interior 
piping system inside the school appears to be original to the building with no 
obvious signs of issues. All of the piping which was visually available for inspection 
appeared to be insulated. 

b. We recommend that a complete and comprehensive lead test be conducted for 
the domestic water distribution system. 

3. Building Sanitary and Plumbing Fixtures:  

a. General: The building sanitary waste drainage systems are original to the building 
and appear to be functional and operational. The number of plumbing fixtures 
installed in the school appears to be adequate for the number of students. We 
recommend reviewing the number of fixtures for the Theater.  The plumbing code 
requires the following number of fixtures: 

• Water Closets: 

Men: 1 per 125 occupants 

Women: 1 per 65 occupants 

• Lavatories: 

Men: 1 per 200 occupants 

Women: 1 per 200 occupants 

• Drinking Fountain: 

1 per 500 occupants 

b. The ADA accessibility standards for the toilet rooms should be reviewed to confirm 
that the fixtures and plumbing comply with the current ADA standards. 

c. The shop area does not have an emergency eyewash, the OSHA requirements 
should be reviewed to determine if chemical or hazardous materials used in the 
shop will require an eyewash. 

4. Domestic Water Heaters:  

a. The building is provided with two water heaters, as follows: 

• South Water Heater: There is an oil fired Super Stor Model SJ-30/50, oil fired 
water heater located in the existing boiler room. This heater is not provided 
with a thermostatic mixing valve. This unit is in good condition and appears 
adequate for the current water heater demand. 
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• North Water Heater: There is an 80 gallon, 4.5 KW electric water heater in 
the North Mezzanine, this heater is not provided with a thermostatic mixing 
valve. This unit appears to be in good condition and appears adequate for the 
current water heater demand. 

5. LP Gas: 

a. There is a gas system installed which supplies gas to the Labs, the location of the gas 
tank was not determined. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems: 

1. Operational System Deficiencies: 

a. General: The existing systems appear to be in good repair and adequate for the 
current use. 

b. Domestic Water Systems: The existing domestic water systems appear to be 
adequate, there is no backflow preventer on the water service to the building. 

c. Building Sanitary Systems and Plumbing Fixtures:  

i. General: The existing sanitary waste and vent and roof drainage systems for 
the building appear to be adequate. 

d. Domestic Water Heater:  The existing domestic water heating systems appear to 
be adequate. 

2. Code Deficiencies 

a. General: In general the building plumbing systems are in good repair and for the 
most part in in compliance with current codes. The following items were noted as 
non-complaint. 

i. Gym Toilet Rooms: The number of plumbing fixtures in the Gym will need to 
be reviewed for compliance with the code. 

ii. A backflow preventer should be installed on the main water supply to the 
building. 

iii. A thermostatic mixing valve should be provided for both water heaters. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Plumbing Priority 1 Items: 

a. Review the number of plumbing fixtures in the Auditorium for code compliance, as 
well as, reviewing the accessibility standard for ADA compliance 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: To be determined, this will require a more in 
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depth study to determine the estimated project costs. 

b. Install a backflow preventer on the main domestic water supply. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $3,000-5,000. 

c. Install a backflow preventer on both fire protection water supplies. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $8,000-10,000. 

d. Install thermostatic mixing valve for both water heaters. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range: $2,000-3,000. 

2. Plumbing Priority 2 Items:   

a. None Noted 

3. Plumbing Priority 3 Items:   

a. None Noted 

6. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Existing Conditions and Evaluations 

1. General: The original school building electrical systems include electrical service and 
distribution, general power, lighting and controls and life safety systems (emergency 
lighting, exit lighting, fire alarm system). 

2. Electrical Service and Distribution 

a. General: The building is served with a 120/208V, three phase, 4 wire, 1,200 Amp 
electrical service.  Electrical service routes to the building, underground from a pad 
mounted transformer to the west which terminates in a 1,200 Amp fused service switch 
located on the west wall of the Boiler Room. 

b. Distribution is through a 1,200 Amp distribution panelboard to the right of the main 
fused switch on the west wall of the Boiler Room.   located in the entrance hall into 
the Kitchen Storage room.   

c. Four circuit breaker panelboards are located on the west wall of the Boiler Room and 
three panels are located elsewhere throughout the building. 

3. General Power 

a. It appears that the building may have adequate receptacle placement throughout the 
building, however without occupancy, it is difficult to determine.   

b. It appears that equipment connections are correct and any electrical equipment that 
may need maintenance is fairly readily accessible. 

c. The wood shop has a shunt trip system, such that if there is an emergency in the shop, 
an emergency power off (EPO) switch is depressed and all shop equipment is de-
energized. 

d. Application of ground fault devices appears adequate. 

4. Lighting and Controls 
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a. It appears that there was a lighting and controls retrofit in the recent past (~5 years).   

b. Luminaires are typically T-8 fluorescent, with electronic ballasts.  Although these 
luminaires are aging (>25 years), they are still fairly efficient and it appears that they 
have been maintained.   

c. Lighting controls are generally a manual toggle switch at the door to the space 
supplemented with an occupancy sensor.  The toggle switch overrides the occupancy 
sensor control to turn off the luminaires, and when the switch is in the on position, the 
luminaires will operate automatically based on occupancy. 

d. The lighting controls do not allow for the occupants to take advantage of daylighting 
by being able to turn off the row of lights closest to the windows.  There is quite a bit 
of daylight available in many of the classrooms which could be taken advantage of. 

e. Luminaires and controls appear to be in good condition and fully operational. 

f. There is a rather extensive theatrical lighting and control system and audio system.  
Although the 45-year-old systems are antiquated when compared to present day 
systems, it appears to have all the components to be operational.  However, we 
cannot comment on the capabilities, condition or operation of these systems. 

g. Exterior lighting is a mix of fluorescent retrofitted incandescent downlights, high 
intensity discharge (HID) wall packs and lamp holder flood lights.  Most exterior 
lighting is controlled via a timeclock in the Boiler Room, with  some of the lamp holder 
flood lights having motion controls. 

5. Life Safety Systems 

a. Emergency lighting is accomplished by battery units with light heads (emergency 
battery units, or “EBU’s”).  These appear to be ~10 years old or newer and were 
randomly tested and most were found to be in working order, however that tests that 
the equipment operates, not if the batteries can provide 90 minutes of continuous 
operation as is required by Code.  In the Boiler Room there is a central battery which 
powers remote luminaires in the shop area and potentially the Auditorium. 

b. Exit lighting is accomplished by battery units.  These appear to be ~10 years old or 
newer and were randomly tested and found to be in working order, however that tests 
that the equipment operates, not if the batteries can provide 90 minutes of continuous 
operation as is required by Code.  Exit sign coverage appeared to be adequate. 

c. The fire alarm system is a fairly new addressable system and appears to be in good 
operational condition.  Manual pullstations appear to be properly located.  
Audible/visible fire alarm signal coverage appears adequate.  Audible signaling is 
through horns.  The original 45-year-old heat detectors exist throughout the building. 

6. Telecommunications 

a. Telecommunications systems appear to be adequate for school needs.  Building 
appears to be wired with CAT5E cabling, appearing fairly new (~5 years).  There is 
an Information Technology Room in the north second floor area where the cabling 
is routed back to.  There is fiber-optic service into the building for high speed 
communications off site. 

b. The building appears to have fairly good WiFi coverage, throughout. 
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c. Paging occurs through the telephone system to speakers in the classrooms and gym.  
Paging system is tied to the Elementary School building, to the south. 

7. Security 

a. There is a video intercom station at the main entrance requiring visitors to call in to 
gain access, with office personnel able to view who is at the door, press a button 
and allow the person access to the school. 

8. Code Deficiencies 

a. Plug-in strips should not be used as a permanent wiring method and are a finable 
VOSHA offense.   

b. Emergency lighting is required at the exterior of egress doors to illuminate the pathway 
away from the building. 

c. Additional audible and visual fire alarm system signaling devices are required 
throughout the school. 

B. Evaluation of Existing Systems 

1. Operational Systems Deficiencies 

a. Circuit breaker panelboards are original to the construction of the building and are 
past their expected useful life (45 years).  Replacement parts are difficult to obtain for 
these panels and if available, are used or reconditioned.  Refer to related Code 
deficiency regarding circuit breaker panelboards.   

b. Lighting levels appear to be low, throughout the building.  This is likely due to aging 
lamps.  Fluorescent lamp output will depreciate over time and can drop as low as 
30% before lamp failure. 

c. Exterior luminaires are mostly original to the building (45 years), are in poor condition 
and are inefficient compared to the LED luminaires available, today.   

2. Code Deficiencies 

a. Circuit breaker panelboards are manufactured by Federal Pacific Electric (FPE).  FPE 
products have been investigated by the Consumer Products Safety Commission and 
some products have been found to not meet the UL standard to which they are 
supposedly constructed and listed.  Circuit breakers manufactured by FPE have the 
potential to fail to trip in the case of an overload or short circuit. 

b. There are several panelboards with missing enclosure cover fasteners, causing the 
enclosure covers to be loose.  In addition, the short circuit rating of the equipment is 
only valid with the enclosure cover in place with all fasteners installed. 

c. There is evidence that there were “plug-strips” utilized at locations where there is high 
use (computer stations, etc.).  This is a fairly common practice in this type of facility, 
no matter how many receptacles exist, but is a VOSHA violation.  Per Code, portable 
wiring methods (plug strips, extension cords) may not be utilized for periods longer 
than 90 days. 

d. An old, likely 1974 original, central battery for emergency lighting is not operational.  
This unit serves emergency lighting in the southwest, shop area of the building, and 
potentially the Auditorium. 
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e. There does not appear to be emergency lighting at the exterior egress doors to 
illuminate the pathways away from the building. 

f. It appeared that telecommunications cabling is abandoned above the ceilings.  
Unused communications cabling must be removed as per Code requirements. 

C. Recommendations- Recommendations are divided into three priority types. 

Priority 1:  Code violation or condition which appears to pose an immediate hazard or life 
safety issue.  Recommended to be a highest priority item for correction. 

Priority 2:  Code violation or condition which does not appear to pose an immediate 
hazard or life safety issue.  Correction of these items are a priority, but do not appear to 
pose an immediate hazard. 

Priority 3:  Recommended for correction but pose no immediate hazard.  Items that can be 
addressed typically by School personnel or scheduled for correction in the future. 

1. Electrical Priority 1 Items: 

a. Replace all Federal Pacific Electric distribution equipment (circuit breaker equipment). 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $55,000 - $65,000 

b. Replace central emergency lighting battery/inverter with unit equipment. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $7,500 - $9,000 

c. Provide emergency lighting outside egress doors to illuminate path of travel away from 
the building. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $3,500 - $4,500 

2. Electrical Priority 2 Items: 

a. Remove all unused/abandoned telecommunications cabling from above accessible 
ceilings. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $4,000 – $5,000 

3. Electrical Priority 3 Items: 

a. Remove all plug strips and extension cords utilized for permanent wiring.  Provide 
additional receptacles with wiring extended from local circuits to the new devices. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $2,000 – $3,000 

b. Provide new lamps for existing fluorescent luminaires to bring light levels up to proper 
levels. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $10,000 – $12,000 

c. Replace exterior soffit downlights, wall packs and two head flood lights with LED light 
sources. 

Estimated Construction Cost Range:  $7,500 – $10,000 
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September 10, 2019 
 
Tara Weatherell 
Business Manager 
White River Valley Supervisory Union 
461 Waterman Road 
Royalton, Vermont 05068      < Transmitted via email to: tweatgerell@wrvsu.org > 
 
RE: Limited Asbestos Building Survey 
 Stockbridge Central School  
 2933 VT Route 107, Stockbridge, Vermont  
 ATC Project #280BS01670 
 
Dear Tara,  
 
This report details the limited bulk sampling of accessible suspect asbestos containing building material 
(ACBM) at the above referenced site in Stockbridge, Vermont.  On June 25, 2019, ATC Group Services, 
LLC (ATC) was retained by the White River Valley Supervisor Union to conduct an asbestos building 
survey.   
 
LIMITED ASBESTOS BULK SAMPLING 
 
On, June 25, 2019, ATC collected one hundred and three (103) bulk samples of suspect ACBM for 
asbestos analysis.  Bulk samples were submitted to EMSL Analytical, Inc. of Depew, New York for 
analysis by polarized light microscopy (PLM) EPA method as defined in Perkins, R.L. and B.W. Harvey, 
July 1993: “Method for the Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Material” 61pp. (EPA/600/R-93/116).  
 
PLM results indicated that the materials sampled and listed below were found to contain asbestos and 
are considered to be an “asbestos containing material” by the EPA (AHERA) and Vermont 
Department of Health definition (>1% asbestos content).  
 
Materials found to contain asbestos from this sampling event: 

 H19 –  Interior Window Caulking, white/gray  
 
Homogeneous materials that were previously sampled in past building surveys were not re-sampled during 
the June 25, 2019 survey (see Asbestos Management Plan) if sufficient data was available and are included 
in Table 1.  ATC identified suspect asbestos containing materials that were not sampled due to being 
inaccessible or that would require partial or full demolition to access.  These materials are assumed to be 
“asbestos containing material” until further sampling can be conducted. See table for additional details for 
those materials.  
 
Materials previously found to contain asbestos: 

 H01 – 9x9 Vinyl floor tile, red 
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Materials assumed to contain asbestos: 
 H14 – Adhesive, assoc. w/ pressed board  
 H21 – Adhesive, assoc. w/ bulletin boards  
 H22 – Cabinet Adhesive  
 H33 – Vermiculite Insulation  
 H36 – Transite Hardboard Panels  
 H49 – Metalbestos Exhaust Pipe  
 H52 – Adhesive, assoc. w/ metal backsplash  
 H53 – Fire Door Insulation  
 H56 – Adhesive, assoc. w/ mirrors  
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The following Table 1 contains details of Suspect Asbestos Containing Materials sampled or assumed to 
contain asbestos on June 25, 2019 or previously sampled:  
 

Table 1 
 

Stockbridge Central School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 

H01 
Vinyl Floor Tile, 9” x 9”, red 

(Classrooms/Closets/Bathrooms B1, B2, C4, 
Library/Offices C5, Principal’s Office & 

Hall/Closets of Original Structure) 

7% 
Chrysotile  PS 

H02 Mastic w/ H01 (same as H01) ND 02A, 02B 

H03 Ceiling Tile, 1’ x 1’, smooth  
(Hall, custodial, café, C2) ND 03A, 03B 

H04 Ceiling Tile, 1’ x 1’, w/ holes  
(B1, B2, Library, C4) ND 04A, 04B 

H05 Plaster, Skim Coat, white (throughout school) ND 05A, 05B, 05C, 
05D, 05E 

H06 Plaster, Base Coat, grey (throughout school) ND 06A, 06B, 06C, 
06D, 06E 

H07 – H09 VOID - - 
H10 CMU Mortar (throughout school) ND 10A, 10B 
H11 Sink Undercoat Material, white (B1, B2, C4) ND 11A, 11B, 11C 
H12 Concrete (Original Structure) ND 12A, 12B 

H13 Adhesive, assoc. w/ wood wall paneling  
(B1, B2, custodial closet) ND 13A, 13B 

H14 Adhesive, assoc. w/ pressed board 
(Hall, Classrooms B1 & B2) Assumed NS 

H15 
Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, beige w/ brown  
(front office, hall, side entry, café, stairwell, C2, 

bathroom under H17) 
ND PS 

H16 Mastic w/ H15 (same as H15) ND PS 

H17 Resilient Sheet Flooring, brown/beige squares 
(bathroom) ND 17A, 17B 

H18 Mastic w/ H17 (bathroom) ND 18A, 18B 

H19 Interior Window Caulking, white/gray 
(Office, Classroom B1, B2 & C4, Library) 

Trace  
(** 0.25% 
Chrysotile) 

19A, 19B 

H20 Interior Window Glazing, black  
(door window pane) ND 20A, 20B 

H21 Adhesive, assoc. w/ bulletin boards 
(Classrooms B1, B2 & C4) Assumed NS 

H22 Cabinet Adhesive 
(Classrooms B1, B2, C2 & C4) Assumed NS 
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Table 1 
 

Stockbridge Central School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
H23 – H25 VOID - - 

H26 Resilient Sheet Flooring, black (Library) ND 26A, 26B 
H27 VOID - - 

H28 Cove base, 4”, brown - no foot  
(Hall, café, stairwell, attic, C2) ND 28A, 28B 

H29 Mastic w/ H28 (same as H28) ND 29A, 29B 
H30 – H32 VOID - - 

H33 Vermiculite Insulation 
(Throughout Building within CMU) Assumed NS 

H34 Cementitious Patch, gray, assoc. w/ boiler exhaust 
breeching (Boiler room) ND 34A 

H35 Cementitious Patch, white, assoc. w/ pipe 
(Boiler room) ND 35A 

H36 Transite Hardboard Panels  
(Boiler Room) Assumed NS 

H37 Gypsum Wall Board, Type #1, tan/pink 
(Addition) ND 37A, 37B, 37C 

H38 Joint Compound, Type #1 (Addition) ND 38A, 38B, 38C, 
38D, 38E 

H39 Composite of H37 & H38 (Addition) NA 39A, 39B, 39C 
H40 Grout w/ ceramic wall tile (Bathrooms) ND 40A, 40B 
H41 Adhesive w/ ceramic wall tile (Bathrooms) ND 41A, 41B 

H42  Resilient Sheet Flooring, 2’ x 2’, gray w/ black, white 
& gray markings (Bathrooms) ND 42A, 42B 

H43 Mastic w/ H42 (Bathrooms) ND 43A, 43B 

H44 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, beige, older 
(Custodial Closet) ND 44A, 44B 

H45 Mastic w/ H44 (Custodial Closet) ND 45A, 45B 
H46 – H47 VOID - - 

H48 Blown-In Insulation, white (Addition) ND 48A, 48B 

H49 Metalbestos Exhaust Pipe 
(2nd Level Storage & Attic of Addition) Assumed NS 

H50 Grout/Mortar Bed w/ ceramic floor tile (Kitchen) ND 50A, 50B 
H51 Adhesive w/ ceramic floor tile (Kitchen) ND 51A, 51B 
H52 Adhesive, assoc. w/ metal backsplash (Kitchen) Assumed NS 

H53 Fire Door Insulation 
(Throughout Building Interior) Assumed NS 
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Table 1 
 

Stockbridge Central School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
H54 Concrete (Addition) ND 54A, 54B 

H55 Caulking, white, assoc. w/ bathroom sinks 
(Bathrooms) ND 55A, 55B 

H56 Adhesive, assoc. w/ mirrors  
(Bathrooms) Assumed NS 

H57 Gypsum Wall Board, Type #2  
(newer – Original Structure)  ND 57A, 57B, 57C 

H58 Joint Compound, Type #2 
 (newer – Original Structure)  ND 58A, 58B, 58C 

H59 Composite of H57 & H58 NA 59A, 59B, 59C 

H60 Exterior Vapor Barrier, between siding & wood 
planking (Original building) ND 60A, 60B 

H61 Blown-In Insulation, brown (Addition) ND 61A, 61B 
H62 Exterior Textured Façade (Original building) ND 62A, 62B, 62C 

H63 Exterior Swirled Textured Façade 
(Original building)  ND 63A, 63B, 63C 

H64 Exterior Window Caulking, white, between 
casing & textured façade (Original building) ND 64A, 64B 

H65 Exterior Window Caulking, white, between 
casing & sill (Original Structure)  ND 65A, 65B 

H66 Exterior Window Caulking, round window 
(Cafeteria)  ND 66A, 66B 

H67 Roofing Felt Paper (Throughout) ND 67A, 67B 
H68 Roofing Shingles, red & black(Throughout) ND 68A, 68B 

 
ND - Non Detected by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 

NS - Not Sampled 
NA - Not Analyzed 

PS - Previously Sampled 
 

* - Standard PLM analysis is accepted by the USEPA and the VDH. However, PLM is not consistently reliable for detecting asbestos in non-
friable organically bound (NOB) materials (e.g. floor tiles, roofing, mastics). Therefore, if PLM analysis has concluded that asbestos was not 
detected in a non-friable organically bound material, Quantitative TEM with NOB prep is the recommended analytical method that should be 

used to confirm that a material is negative. 
 

** - Trace: Materials containing “trace” amounts of asbestos (<1%) are not considered Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) by the US EPA 
and many state agencies.  However, certain sections of OSHA standard 29 CFR 1926.1101 apply when such materials are subject to 

demolition.  Refer to “OSHA Standard Interpretation and Compliance Letter” dated 8/13/1999, subject: “Requirements for demolition 
operations involving material containing <1% asbestos”. 
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Recommendations 
 

• Selective demolition, when feasible, was conducted to adequately cover the extent of intended 
repair/renovations. If demolition/renovation activities result in the discovery of additional suspect 
ACBM not sampled in this survey, appropriate sampling and analysis should be performed prior 
to disturbance pursuant to Federal and State requirements. 

 
• Prior to any renovations/demolition, any asbestos containing materials that may be 

disturbed must be removed or abated as required per State and Federal regulations. 
 

• Abatement activities must be performed by a Vermont certified abatement contractor 
following all applicable State and Federal regulations.  Abatement activities should be 
designed by a Vermont certified asbestos project designer and overseen by a Vermont 
certified asbestos project monitor.  
 

• A copy of this report must be added to the school’s management plan. 
 
Appendix A contains PLM laboratory analytical results, Appendix B sample location diagram, 
Appendix C ACBM location diagram and ATC certifications are provided in Appendix D. 
 
Thank you for selecting ATC for your environmental management needs.  If you have any questions 
concerning this correspondence, please feel free to contact us at 802-862-1980. 
 
Sincerely, 
ATC Group Services, LLC 
 

 
Cc: Lindy Stetson lstetson@wrvsu.org 
      Polly Wheeler pollyw@blackriverdesign.com 
 
s:\projects - bst\u-z\white river valley su\280bs01670 stockbridge elementary asbestos bulks\asb. bulk cover.docx 
 

 
 

Andra Liberty 
Project Manager 
ATC Group Services LLC 
Direct Line +1 802 871 8348 
Email: andra.liberty@atcgs.com 

Kari Paritz 
Environmental Technician 
ATC Group Services LLC 
Direct Line +1 802 871 8353 
Email: kari.paritz@atcgs.com 
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Williston, VT  05495 
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Fax 737-207-8272  
www.atcgroupservices.com  

 
 

 
September 10, 2019 
 
Tara Weatherell 
Business Manager 
White River Valley Supervisory Union 
461 Waterman Road 
Royalton, Vermont 05068     < Transmitted via email to: tweatherell@wrvsu.org > 
 
RE: Limited Asbestos Building Survey 
 Rochester Elementary School and High School  
 222 South Main Street, Rochester, Vermont  
 ATC Project #280BS01670 
 
Dear Tara,  
 
This report details the bulk sampling of limited accessible suspect asbestos containing building material 
(ACBM) at the above referenced sites in Rochester, Vermont.  On June 26 and July 22, 2019, ATC Group 
Services, LLC (ATC) was retained by the White River Valley Supervisor Union to conduct an asbestos 
building survey.   
 
LIMITED ASBESTOS BULK SAMPLING 
 
The Rochester Elementary School (RES) and the Rochester High School (RHS) were treated as individual 
building structures, with an adequate number of samples collected of each identified homogenous material 
per building. If the same homogenous material was identified within both building structures, then only 
one (1) sample of that material homogenous material was collected from each building. This resulted in at 
least two (2) samples or more to confirm that the materials are homogenous from building to building.  
 
ATC collected two hundred and forty one (241) bulk samples of suspect ACBM for asbestos analysis.  
Bulk samples were submitted to EMSL Analytical, Inc. of Depew, New York for analysis by polarized 
light microscopy (PLM) EPA method as defined in Perkins, R.L. and B.W. Harvey, July 1993: “Method 
for the Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Material” 61pp. (EPA/600/R-93/116).  
 
PLM results indicated that the materials sampled and listed below were found to contain asbestos and 
are considered to be an “asbestos containing material” by the EPA (AHERA) and Vermont 
Department of Health definition (>1% asbestos content).  
 
Materials found to contain asbestos from this sampling event: 

 H10 – Mastic w/ H07, H08 & H09  
 H18 – Door Caulking Material, older  
 H28/Ha36 – Epoxy Floor Coating, brown  
 H60/Ha53 – Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, dark beige w/ lt. tan & dark tan markings 
 H61 – Mastic w/ H58, H59 & H60  
 H62/Ha59 – Epoxy Floor Coating, blue  
 H71 – Window Glazing w/ original wood sashes  
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 H74 – Window Glazing w/ metal sashes  
 H82 – Window Caulking, gray/white, casing to brick  
 Ha07 – Joint Compound   
 Ha19 – Sick Undercoating, black 
 Ha32 – Duct Seam Sealant, reddish/brown  
 Ha33 – Duct Seam Sealant, beige  
 Ha56 – Mastic w/ Ha53, Ha54 & Ha55 
 Ha74 – Boiler Exhaust Breeching Insulation 

 
Homogeneous materials that were previously sampled in past building surveys were not re-sampled during 
the June 26 and July 22, 2019 survey (see Asbestos Management Plan) if sufficient data was available and 
are included in Table 1 or 2.  ATC identified suspect asbestos containing materials that were not sampled due 
to being inaccessible or that would require partial or full demolition to access. These materials are assumed 
to be “asbestos containing material” until further sampling can be conducted. See table for additional details 
for those materials.  
 
Materials assumed to contain asbestos: 
 
Rochester Elementary School 

 H12 – Cabinet adhesive (behind cabinets)  
 H23 & H24 – Chalk Board Material & associated adhesive  
 H26 & H27 – Adhesives associated with homosote/bulletin boards  
 H47– Vermiculite insulation within CMU block walls  
 H48 & H49 – Ceiling tiles & associated adhesive   
 H53 – 12x12 Floor tile – yellow  
 H57– Adhesive associated with mirrors  
 H63 – Fire door insulation  
 H70 – Roofing System  
 H85 – Window Glazing  
 H86– Vapor Barrier behind exterior brick  
 H87– Boiler internal materials 

 
Rochester High School 

 Ha17 – Cabinet adhesive (behind cabinets) 
 Ha44 – Adhesive associated with mirrors  
 Ha67 – Roof drain insulation  
 Ha68 – Stage Lighting Wire Insulation  
 Ha69 – Stage Light Housing  
 Ha75 – Boiler Internals  
 Ha83 – Vermiculite insulation within CMU block walls 
 Ha84 – Vapor Barrier behind exterior brick  
 Ha85 – Felt Paper behind wood exterior siding 
 Ha86 – Foundation Coating  
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Materials previously found to contain asbestos: 
 
Rochester Elementary School 

 H22 – Joint Compound 
 H39 - TSI Pipe Insulation 
 H64 – 9x9 Vinyl Floor tile, red 
 H65 – Mastic with H64 
 H67 - Transite Panels  

 
Rochester High School 

 Ha22 – 12x12 Vinyl Floor tile, beige with white 
 Ha23 – Mastic with Ha22  
 Ha28 – 2x4 Ceiling tile 
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The following Table 1 and Table 2 contains details of Suspect Asbestos Containing Materials sampled or 
assumed to contain asbestos on June 26 and July 22, 2019:  

Table 1 
 

Rochester Elementary School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
H01 

(** same as Ha38) 
Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’, 
pits &  pins (throughout school) ND 01A 

H02 Gypsum Wall Board (Throughout addition) ND 02A, 02B, 02C 
H03 Joint Compound (Throughout addition) ND 03A, 03B, 03C 
H04 Composite of H02 & H03 (Throughout addition) NA 04A, 04B, 04C 
H05 Cove base, 4”, black (Throughout school) ND 05A, 05B 
H06 Mastic w/ H05 (Throughout school) ND 06A, 06B 

H07 
Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, white w/ beige & gray 
markings (Rooms 103A, 105, 113-120, 123,126, 127 & 

Nurses) 
ND 07A, 07B 

H08 
(** same as Ha34) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of marron 
streaks (Rooms 103A, 105, 113-120, 123,126,  

127 & Nurses) 
ND 08A 

H09 
(** same as Ha13) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of green streaks 
(Rooms 103A, 105, 113-120, 123,126,  

127 & Nurses) 
ND 09A 

H10 Mastic w/ H07, H08 & H09 
(Rooms 103A, 105, 113-120, 123, 126, 127 & Nurses) 

3% 
Chrysotile 10A, 10B 

H11 
(** same as Ha52) 

Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’, pinholes & short 
fissures (throughout school) ND 11A 

H12 Cabinet Adhesive (throughout school) Assumed NS 
H13-14 VOID  - - 

H15 Sink Undercoating, grey (Room 21) ND 15A, 15B 
H16 Dust Seam Sealant, grey (Throughout addition) ND 16A, 16B 
H17 Brick Mortar (Original Structure) ND 17A, 17B 

H18 Door Caulking Material, older 
(Original Structure) 

2% 
Chrysotile 18A, 18B 

H19 CMU Mortar (Throughout school) ND 19A, 19B 

H20 Skim Coat Material, assoc. w/ CMU  
(Throughout school) ND 20A, 20B, 20C 

H21 
Gypsum Wall Board Systems  

(Gypsum Wallboard and Joint Compound (H22)) 
(Original Structure) 

Trace <1% PS 

H22 Joint Compound (Original Structure) 2%  PS 
H23 Chalk Board Material (Throughout school) Assumed  NS 

H24 Adhesive, assoc. w/ H23  
(Throughout school) Assumed  NS 
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Table 1 
 

Rochester Elementary School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
H25 VOID - - 

H26 Adhesive, assoc. w/ homosote board  
(throughout school) Assumed NS 

H27 Adhesive, assoc. w/ bulletin boards  
(throughout school) Assumed  NS 

H28 
(** same as Ha36) 

Epoxy Floor Coating, brown 
(Rooms 125D, 126C, 126D & closet, 131B, 132, 133B) 

2%  
Chrysotile 28A 

H29 Grout w/ ceramic wall tile, 4”, white  
(Boys Locker Room 130G) ND 29A, 29B 

H30 Adhesive w/ ceramic wall tile, 4”, white  
(Boys Locker Room 130G) ND 30A, 30B 

H31 Grout/Mortar Bed w/ ceramic floor tile  
(Boys Locker Room 130G) ND 31A, 31B 

H32 Adhesive/Mortar Bed w/ ceramic floor tile (Boys 
Locker Room 130G) ND 32A, 32B 

H33 Grout w/ ceramic wall tile  
(Nurses Room Bathroom) ND 33A, 33B 

H34 Adhesive w/ ceramic wall tile  
(Nurses Room Bathroom) ND 34A, 34B 

H35 Grout w/ ceramic floor tile  
(Nurses Room Bathroom) ND 35A, 35B 

H36 Adhesive w/ ceramic floor tile  
(Nurses Room Bathroom) ND 36A, 36B 

H37 Cove base, 4”, brown (Closet 126C, 126D) ND 37A, 37B 
H38 Mastic, w/ H37(Closet 126C, 126D) ND 38A, 38B 

H39 TSI Pipe Insulation  
(throughout original section) 

Asbestos 
Containing  PS 

H40 Sink Undercoating, white  
(Room 103) ND 40A, 40B 

H41 Epoxy Floor Coating, green  
(Room 103B) ND 41A, 41B 

H42 
(** same as Ha50) 

Grout w/ ceramic floor tile  
(Gym Entrance) ND 42A 

H43 
(** same asHa51) 

Mortar Bed w/ ceramic floor tile 
(Gym Entrance) ND 43A 

H44 Concrete  
(Original Structure)  ND 44A, 44B 

H45 Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’, gypsum board 
(Room 133B) ND 45A, 45B 
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Table 1 
 

Rochester Elementary School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 

H46 Caulking Material, Brown  
(Kitchen) ND 46A, 46B 

H47 Vermiculite Insulation  
(Throughout CMU) Assumed NS 

H48 Ceiling Tile (Gym) Assumed  NS 
H49 Glue Daubs w/ H48 (Gym) Assumed  NS 
H50 Cove base, 4”, black (Room 131) ND 50A, 50B 
H51 Mastic w/ H50 (Room 131) ND 51A, 51B 
H52 

(** same as Ha54) Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of blue (Gym) ND 52A 

H53 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, lt. yellow w/ yellow 
(Gym)  Assumed  NS 

H54 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, tan w/ brown & grey 
streaks (Gym) ND 54A, 54B 

H55 Mastic w/ H52, H53 & H54 (Gym) ND 55A, 55B 
H56 VOID - - 
H57 Adhesive w/ mirrors (throughout bathrooms) Assumed NS 
H58 

(** same as Ha55) 
Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12” bright yellow, w/ blue 

& maroon markings (Room 131)   ND 58A 

H59 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12” red w/ blue & white 
markings (Room 131)   ND 59A, 59B 

H60 
(** same as Ha53 ) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, dark beige, w/ lt. tan 
& dark tan markings (Room 131)   

2% 
Chrysotile 60A 

H61 Mastic w/ H58, H59 & H60 
(Room 131)   

3% 
Chrysotile  61A, 61B 

H62 
(** same as Ha59) Epoxy Floor Coating, blue (Room 130G) 2% 

Chrysotile 62A 

H63 Fire Door Insulation (Throughout school) Assumed  NS 

H64 Vinyl Floor Tile, 9” x 9”, red w/ white streaks 
(Boiler Room) 

Asbestos 
Containing PS 

H65 Mastic w/ H64 (Boiler Room) Asbestos 
Containing PS 

H67 Transite Panels (Boiler Room) Asbestos 
Containing PS 

H68 Resilient Table Top Material  
(Gym) ND 67A, 67B 

H69 Mastic w/ H68  
(Gym) ND 68A, 68B 
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Table 1 
 

Rochester Elementary School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
H70 Roofing System (on roof) Assumed NS 

H71 Window Glazing  
(original wood sashes throughout) 

2% 
Chrysotile 71A, 71B 

H72 Expansion Joint Caulking (Throughout addition)  ND 72A, 72B 
H73 Window Caulking, grey, (Throughout addition) ND 73A, 73B 
H74 Window Caulking, white, metal to brick (Kitchen) ND 74A, 74B 

H75 Window Glazing w/ metal sashes  
(Kitchen & Room 131)  

4% 
Chrysotile 75A, 75B 

H76 Misc. Caulking Material, reddish/brown (Exterior) ND 76A, 76B 
H77 Brick Mortar (Throughout addition) ND 77A, 77B 
H78 Concrete (Throughout addition) ND 78A, 78B 

H79 Moisture/Vapor Barrier on sill of foundation 
(Exterior) ND 79A, 79B 

H80 Foundation Coating (Exterior) ND 80A, 80B 
H81 Door Caulking, brown (Gym Door) ND 81A, 81B 

H82 Window Caulking, gray/white, casing to brick 
(Original Structure) 

2% 
Chrysotile 82A, 82B 

H83 Cove base, 4”, blue (Gym) ND 83A, 83B 
H84 Mastic w/ H83 (Gym) ND 84A, 84B 

H85 Window Glazing, metal sashes  
(Gym) Assumed NS 

H86 Vapor Barrier behind exterior brick  
(throughout school) Assumed NS 

H87 Boiler Internal Materials (boiler room) Assumed NS 
 

ND - Non Detected by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 
NS - Not Sampled 

NA - Not Analyzed 
PS - Previously Sampled 

 
* - Standard PLM analysis is accepted by the USEPA and the VDH. However, PLM is not consistently reliable for detecting asbestos in non-
friable organically bound (NOB) materials (e.g. floor tiles, roofing, mastics). Therefore, if PLM analysis has concluded that asbestos was not 
detected in a non-friable organically bound material, Quantitative TEM with NOB prep is the recommended analytical method that should be 

used to confirm that a material is negative. 
 

** same as Homogeneous Material (Ha) in Rochester High School (see Table 2) 
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Table 2 
 

Rochester High School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description/(Location) % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
Ha01 Brick Mortar (Throughout school) ND 01A, 01B 
Ha02 CMU Mortar (Throughout school) ND 02A, 02B 

Ha03 Door/Window Caulking, gray/red, 
metal to brick (Throughout school) ND 03A, 03B 

Ha04 Window Glazing w/ metal sashes, white 
(Throughout school) ND 04A, 04B 

Ha05 Door Caulking (newer) (Exterior) ND 05A, 05B 
Ha06 Gypsum Wall Board (Throughout School) ND 06A, 06C, 06D 

Ha07 Joint Compound (Throughout school) 
– see recommendations- 

ND – 2% 
Chrysotile 

07A, 07C, 07D, 
07E, 07F, 07G 

Ha08 Composite of Ha06 & Ha07 (Throughout school) NA 08A, 08C, 08D 
Ha09 Concrete foundation (throughout building) ND 09A, 09C, 09D 
Ha10 Interior Window Caulking (Throughout school) ND 10A, 10B 

Ha11 Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’ long & short 
fissures w/ pinholes (Throughout school) ND 11A, 11B 

Ha12 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, white w/ blue & green 
streaks (Rooms 01A, 215, 217, 223) ND 12A, 12B 

Ha13 
(** same as H09) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of green streaks 
(Rooms 01A, 201, 207, 208, N2-N5, 209, 210, 213A, 

213B, 217B, 223)  
ND 13A 

Ha14 
Mastic w/ Ha12 & Ha13 

(Rooms 01A, 201, 207, 208, N2-N5, 209, 210, 213A, 
213B, 217B, 215, 217, 223) 

ND 14A, 14B 

Ha15 
Cove base, 4”, black - newer (Room 200, 201B, 204, 

205A, D, 206A, 207, 208A, 209A, hall, 213A, 236, 
214A, B, 215, 216, 217A, lobby, 224A, 223, 

Auditorium, Music hall, 227, 232, 233B, 232E)  
ND 15A, 15B 

Ha16 Mastic w/ Ha15 (same locations as Ha15) ND 16A, 16B 
Ha17 Cabinet Adhesive (throughout school) Assumed NS 

Ha18 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, white w. green, tan & 
maroon (Room 201B, 204, 206A, 210, 213, 214 ND 18A, 18B 

Ha18.1 Mastic w/ Ha18 (same locations as Ha18) ND 18.1A, 18.1B 

Ha19 Sick Undercoating, black  
(Room 201B, 205A, D, 224A, 232) 

2% 
Chrysotile 19A, 19B, 19C 

Ha20 Cove base, 4” no foot, black (Room 201B, 206B) ND 20A, 20B 
Ha21 Mastic w/ Ha20 (same locations as Ha18) ND 21A, 21B 

Ha22 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, beige w/ white steaks 
(Room 203A and vault) 

Asbestos 
Containing PS 
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Table 2 
 

Rochester High School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 

Ha23 Mastic w/ Ha22 (same locations as Ha21) Asbestos 
Containing PS 

Ha24 Stair Tread Material, grey w/ white streaks 
 (Room 203A) ND 24A, 24B 

Ha25 Mastic w/ Ha24 (Room 203A) ND 25A, 25B 
Ha26 Cove base, 4”, black - older (Room 203A) ND 26A, 26B 
Ha27 Mastic w/ Ha26 (Room 203A) ND 27A, 27B 

Ha28 
Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’, random 

fissures with texture –original 
 (mezzanine, 224 closet & 231 closet) 

Asbestos 
Containing PS 

Ha29 TSI Pipe Joint Insulation (throughout school) ND PS 
Ha30 VOID - - 
Ha31 VOID - - 

Ha32 Duct Seam Sealant, reddish/brown 
(Mezzanine & throughout) 

2% 
Chrysotile 32A, 32B 

Ha33 Duct Seam Sealant, beige 
(Mezzanine & throughout) 

2% 
Chrysotile 33A, 33B 

Ha34 
(** same as H08) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of marron 
streaks (Room 204, 205A, D, 206A, 208A, N2,3,4 

&5, 209A, 213B, 236, 217B, Music Hall,  
ND 34A 

Ha35 Adhesive w/ bulletin board (throughout school) ND 35A 
Ha36 

(** same as H28) 
Epoxy Floor Coating, brown  

(Room 205B, C, 218, 219, 220, 237, 238)  
See 

recommendations 36A 

Ha37 Carpet Mastic w/ blue, tan, maroon tweed carpet, 
Type #1(Room 206B) ND 37A, 37B 

Ha38 
(** same as H01) 

Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’, 
pits &  pins (Throughout school) ND 38A 

Ha39 Cove base, 4”, green (Room 212C) ND PS 
Ha40 Mastic w/ Ha39 (Room 212C) ND PS 
Ha41 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of grey (Hall) ND PS 
Ha42 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of green (Hall) ND PS 
Ha43 Mastic w/ Ha41 &Ha42 (Hall) ND PS 
Ha44 Adhesive w/ mirrors (Bathrooms) Assumed NS 
Ha45 Lab Table Top Material (Room 213A, B) ND 45A, 45B 

Ha46-Ha47 VOID - - 

Ha48 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of dark blue 
(Room 200A, F) ND 48A, 48B 
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Table 2 
 

Rochester High School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 

Ha48.1 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of yellow 
(Room 200A, F) ND 48.1A 

Ha49 Mastic w/ Ha48 & Ha48.1(Room 200A, F) ND 49A, 49B 
Ha50 

(**same as H42) 
Grout w/ ceramic floor tile 

(Entrance/Hall) ND 42A 

Ha49 Mastic w/ Ha48 & Ha48.1(Room 200A, F) ND 49A, 49B 
Ha50 

(**same as H42) 
Grout w/ ceramic floor tile 

(Entrance/Hall) ND 42A 

Ha51 
(**same as H43) 

Mortar Bed w/ ceramic floor tile 
(Entrance/Hall) ND 43A 

Ha52 
(**same as H11) 

Suspended Ceiling Tile, 2’ x 4’, pinholes & short 
fissures (Throughout school) ND 52A 

Ha53 
(**same as H60) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, dark beige, w/ lt. tan 
& dark tan markings (Room 216, 224A, B, 227) 

2% 
Chrysotile 53A, 53B 

Ha54 
(**same as H52) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of blue -older 
(Room 216, 224A, B, 227) ND 54A 

Ha55 
(**same as H58) 

Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12” bright yellow, w/ blue 
& maroon markings (Room 216, 224A, B, 227) ND 55A 

Ha56 Mastic w/ Ha53, Ha54 & Ha55 
(Room 216, 224A, B, 227) 

3% 
Chrysotile 56A, 56B, 56C 

Ha57 Cove base, 4”, tan (Room 225) ND 57A, 57B 
Ha58 Mastic w/ Ha57 (Room 225) ND 58A, 58B 
Ha59 

(**same as H62) Epoxy Floor Coating, blue (Room 225) See 
recommendations 59A 

Ha60 Void - - 
Ha61 Carpet Mastic, newer (Auditorium) ND 61A, 61B 

Ha62 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”, shades of red w/ black 
markings (Auditorium) ND 62A, 62B 

Ha63 Mastic w/ Ha62 (Auditorium) ND 63A, 63B 
Ha64 Stair Tread Material, red w/ lines (Auditorium) ND 64A, 64B 
Ha65 Mastic w/ Ha64 (Auditorium) ND 65A, 65B 
Ha66 VOID - - 
Ha67 Roof Drain Insulation (throughout) Assumed NS 
Ha68 Stage Lighting Wire Insulation (Auditorium)  Assumed NS 
Ha69 Stage Light Housing (Auditorium) Assumed NS 

Ha70 Carpet Mastic w/ blue, tan, maroon tweed carpet, 
Type #2 (Music Room) ND 70A, 70B 

Ha71 Stair Tread/Riser Material, grey w/ lines 
(Music Room) ND 71A, 71B 
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Table 2 
 

Rochester High School 

Homogeneous 
Material Description % 

Asbestos* 
Sample 

Numbers 
Ha72 Mastic w/ Ha71(Music Room) ND 72A, 72B 
Ha73 Interior Window Glazing (Music Room) ND 73A, 73B 

Ha74 Boiler Exhaust Breeching Insulation  
(Boiler Room) 

60% 
Chrysotile 74A, 74B, 74C 

Ha75 Boiler System Internal Components - insulation, 
gaskets, etc. (Boiler room) Assumed NS 

Ha76 Stair Tread/Riser Material, dark brown (Room 222) ND 76A, 76B 
Ha77 Mastic w/ Ha76 (Room 222) ND 77A, 77B 

Ha78 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12” grey w/ black & white 
streaks (Room 232) ND 78A, 78B 

Ha79 Mastic w/ Ha78 (Room 232) ND 79A, 79B 

Ha80 Vinyl Floor Tile, 12” x 12”,  
shades of lt. blue (Room 233B) ND 80A, 80B 

Ha81 Mastic w/ Ha80 (Room 233B) ND 81A, 81B 
Ha82 Misc. Caulking (at Door to 206B) ND 82A, 82B 
Ha83 Vermiculite Insulation (within CMU 

throughout) Assumed  NS 

Ha84 Vapor Barrier (behind exterior brick walls) Assumed  NS 
Ha85 Felt Paper behind T111 wood siding 

 (throughout exterior) Assumed  NS 

Ha86 Foundation Coating (throughout building) Assumed NS 
Ha87 Roof System (on roof) Assumed  NS 
Ha88 Fire Insulated Doors (throughout school) Assumed  NS 

 
ND - Non Detected by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 

NS - Not Sampled 
NA - Not Analyzed 

PS - Previously Sampled 
 

* - Standard PLM analysis is accepted by the USEPA and the VDH. However, PLM is not consistently reliable for detecting asbestos in non-
friable organically bound (NOB) materials (e.g. floor tiles, roofing, mastics). Therefore, if PLM analysis has concluded that asbestos was not 
detected in a non-friable organically bound material, Quantitative TEM with NOB prep is the recommended analytical method that should be 

used to confirm that a material is negative. 
 

** - same as Homogeneous Material (H) in Rochester Elementary School (see Table 1) 
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Recommendations 
 

• Selective demolition, when feasible, was conducted to adequately cover the extent of intended 
repair/renovations. If demolition/renovation activities result in the discovery of additional suspect 
ACBM not sampled in this survey, appropriate sampling and analysis should be performed prior 
to disturbance pursuant to Federal and State requirements. 
 

• Six (6) samples of joint compound Ha07 were collected throughout the school building 
during out site visit. All six samples were analyzed and all but one (1) sample 07D was found 
to be none detect for asbestos. Sample 07D, which was found to contain asbestos, was 
collected in at the top of the stairs to the mezzanine. ATC assumed that all the wall board 
systems in the school was installed at the same time. Due the fact that only one (1) sample 
of joint compound was found positive for asbestos out of six (6) samples: further 
investigation/sampling is recommended.  

 
• H28/Ha36 – brown and H62/Ha59 - blue Epoxy floorings from both RES and RHS appeared 

to be the same homogeneous materials; one (1) sample of each material was collected from 
each school.    All epoxy flooring material samples (two (2) of the brown and two (2) of the 
blue) were analyzed and the samples collected at RES were found to be positive for asbestos 
but the samples collected at RHS were found to be none detect for asbestos.  Therefore, 
further investigation/sampling is recommended to confirm the results of the epoxy flooring 
in RHS.  

 
• Prior to any renovations/demolition, any asbestos containing materials that may be 

disturbed must be removed or abated as required per State and Federal regulations. 
 

• Abatement activities must be performed by a Vermont certified abatement contractor 
following all applicable State and Federal regulations.  Abatement activities should be 
designed by a Vermont certified asbestos project designer and overseen by a Vermont 
certified asbestos project monitor.  
 

• A copy of this report must be added to the school’s management plan. 
 
Appendix A contains PLM laboratory analytical results, Appendix B sample location diagram, and ATC 
certifications are provided in Appendix C. 
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Thank you for selecting ATC for your environmental management needs.  If you have any questions 
concerning this correspondence, please feel free to contact us at 802-862-1980. 
 
Sincerely, 
ATC Group Services, LLC 
 

 
Cc: Jesse Potter jpotter@wrvsu.org 
       Polly Wheeler pollyw@blackriverdesign.com 
 
s:\projects - bst\u-z\white river valley su\280bs01670 rochester schools asbestos bulks\asb. bulk cover.docx 
 

 
 

Andra Liberty 
Project Manager 
ATC Group Services LLC 
Direct Line +1 802 871 8348 
Email: andra.liberty@atcgs.com 

Kari Paritz 
Environmental Technician 
ATC Group Services LLC 
Direct Line +1 802 871 8353 
Email: kari.paritz@atcgs.com 


